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Abstract 

Study on high-capacity layered oxides 

cathode materials for lithium 

rechargeable batteries 

 

Kim, Byunghoon 

Department of Material Science and Engineering 

College of Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

With the advent of new market segment aiming at societal energy and environmental 

concerns such as electrified transportation and grid-scale energy storage applications, 

there has been the pressing demand for the improvements in the performance of 

energy storage systems. Among energy storage systems, rechargeable lithium-ion 

batteries have been the de facto standards for portable electronic devices and 

electrified transportation for decades owing to their high energy density, power 

capability and stable cyclability. However, the full-fledged placement of green 

energy technologies requires a significant breakthrough in the energy density of 
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current battery systems, which has prompted the search for alternative battery 

electrode materials. In this regard, lithium-rich layered oxide electrodes have 

garnered tremendous research attention as a next-generation cathode system with 

exceptionally high energy density. But, the supply of high capacity from lithium-rich 

layered oxides has been known to compromise energy retention properties, thus it is 

of great importance to enhance the cycling performance of those electrodes. In this 

thesis, I present a theoretical investigation on the voltage depression problem of 

lithium-rich layered oxide electrodes, and propose a design strategy to improve 

electrochemical reversibility of electrodes during cycling.  

In Chapter 2, I designed a unified a theoretical picture of the relations between redox 

chemistry and structural disorders in lithium-rich layered oxide electrodes. Oxygen 

redox provides high energy density for lithium- and sodium-rich layered oxides 

electrodes, but simultaneously leads to electrochemical irreversibility and voltage 

depression. Despite the observation of the associations between the irreversible 

oxygen redox and structural disorders, their intrinsic relations have yet been fully 

understood because there has been little consideration of bonding rearrangements 

involved with structural disordering. In this respect, I comprehensively address the 

multifaceted connections between structural disorder, bonding arrangement, and 

oxygen redox chemistry. My work encompasses a wide range of lithium-rich 

electrodes in charge-transfer systems and Mott-Hubbard systems, and covers both 

cation and anion disorders. It is unraveled that cation disorders stabilize oxygen 
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redox by driving strong oxygen-oxygen and/or metal-oxygen hybridization, and the 

nature of bonding reorganization depends on the occupancy of oxygen non-bonding 

states and metal-oxygen covalency. I further answer how the formation of short 

covalent bonds affects electrochemical and structural reversibility. And importantly, 

the free movement of oxygen dimer is spotted, suggesting poor structural resilience 

of oxygen dimers. On the other hand, anion disorder is found to compensate for the 

electron deficiency of oxygen network without significantly regulating bonding 

arrangements. My findings rationalize long-reported phenomenological correlations 

between structural disorders and oxygen redox, and offer a scientific basis for 

optimizing the reversibility of oxygen redox considering structural disorders. 

In Chapter 3, I present a design strategy to improve the structural reversibility of 

lithium-rich layered oxide electrodes during charging and discharging. There has 

been a consensus that the voltage decay is mainly originated from structural 

transformations involving irreversible cation migration. While many previous 

studies have succeeded in inhibiting cation migration itself to some extent, the 

thermodynamically spontaneous nature of cation migration requires a paradigm shift 

toward managing the reversibility of inevitable cation migration. I demonstrate for 

cobalt-free lithium-rich nickel manganese oxides that by tweaking the oxygen lattice 

of compounds from typical O3 to O2 staking, the reversibility of cation migration 

can be remarkably improved, thereby dramatically suppressing the voltage decay. 

Preeminent intra-cycle reversibility of cation migration is visualized via scanning 
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transmission electron microscope, and such reversibility is proved to aid in the 

preservation of pristine structure over extended cycles. First-principle calculations 

verify that a large electrostatic repulsion between face-sharing cations restricts the 

movements of transition metals in the lithium layer, thereby streamlining the 

returning migration path of transition metals. Furthermore, I prove that the enhanced 

reversibility help mitigate the asymmetry of anion redox, which arises from the intra-

cycle asymmetry of transition metal locations, ameliorating voltage hysteresis 

concurrently.  
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the Li sites in the TM layer are vacant (Li0.5[Li0Mn0.58Ni0.25]O2 composition), for the 

h, Mn and i, Ni, respectively.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction  

1.1 Motivation and outline 

Against the backdrop of imminent global climate change, vehicle electrification 

is now at the heart of the decarbonization pathway1. The growing success of electric 

vehicles (EVs) has been achieved with the rapid development of electrochemical 

storage technology represented by rechargeable lithium-ion batteries1,2. Nonetheless, 

the International Energy Agency’ scenario predicts that the market share of EVs, 

which is approximately 2.6% in 2019, should be increased to 86% by 2060 to limit 

the global temperature rise below 1.75 °C3. Such expansion of EV market 

necessitates a significant breakthrough in current battery technologies in terms of 

energy storage capacity, power capability, safety, and cost4. In particular, as ‘range 

anxiety’ is a primary concern of consumers5, increasing the specific energy density 

(Wh kg–1) of lithium-ion batteries has been a major goal of many researchers over 

the past decade.  

 In this respect, the use of lithium-rich layered oxides as a cathode in lithium-ion 

batteries offers an unparalleled opportunity to improve the energy density of current 

batteries. Lithium-rich layered oxides (Li[LixM1-x]O2, where M is transition metal, 0 

< x < 1) refer to a class of materials in which some cation sites in the transition metal 

layers are occupied by lithium ions to contain more lithium than conventional 

lithium-stoichiometric layered oxides (LiMO2). These electrodes provide 

extraordinarily high reversible capacity (over 250 mAh g-1) and relatively high 
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operating voltage6. However, despite the great promise of lithium-rich layered 

oxides, their practical implementation has been limited due to the inevitable voltage 

decay, which indicates a gradual decrease in average discharge voltage during 

cycling, and the voltage hysteresis problems, which means the path independence 

between charge and discharge7. Moreover, the voltage decay and voltage hysteresis 

problems are aggravated in layered lithium-rich 3d metal oxides which are of 

practical importance7,8. Therefore, for the real-world application of lithium-rich 

layered oxides electrodes, it is necessary to resolve their voltage depression problems. 

Prior to the engineering of electrodes, the scientific origin of voltage decay and 

hysteresis phenomena needs to be understood first. It is widely accepted that extra 

capacities of lithium-rich layered oxides arise from the anionic oxygen redox 

activity9. However, oxygen redox during charging has known to entail structural 

transformations of electrode materials. Structural disorders observed during oxygen 

redox include cation disorders represented by transition metal-vacancy anti-site 

defect pairs (equivalently, cation migration), and anion disorders such as oxygen 

dimer and oxygen vacancy10,11. Unfortunately, the formation of these structural 

disorders was found to be only partially reversible, and such irreversibility leads to 

a structural asymmetry between charge and discharge and consequent voltage 

hysteresis12. In addition, it has been proved that the extent of voltage decay is 

proportional to the amount of irreversibly migrated cations13.  

Despite the significant effects of structural disorders on the oxygen redox chemistry, 

the close interplay between them has been only limitedly reported14. Due to the 
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complexity from the dynamic changes in the structure, e.g., cation 

migrations/disorders and bond alternations, and the corresponding redox activity 

change, the comprehensive understanding of this class of materials has been elusive 

to date, making it difficult to achieve the highly reversible oxygen redox. Unraveling 

the multifaceted connections between the oxygen redox chemistry and the structural 

disorders is a perquisite for the rational optimization of oxygen-redox-active 

electrodes. In Chapter 2, I propose a consistent theoretical framework that bridges 

structural disorders, concomitant bonding rearrangements, and oxygen redox 

chemistry for both charge-transfer and Mott-Hubbard electrode systems of lithium-

rich layered oxides. The trilateral relations are presented for a wide range of oxygen-

redox-active electrodes concerning the commonly observed disorders including 

various modes of transition metal migrations, oxygen dimers and vacancies. I show 

that the cation disorders stabilize the oxygen redox by promoting strong oxygen-

involving hybridizations. It is also revealed that the extent of bond rearrangements 

is proportional to the utilization of non-bonding oxygen states, and certain conditions 

of metal-oxygen covalency particularly drive the formation of oxygen dimers. More 

importantly, I demonstrate how bond rearrangements affect the electrochemical and 

structural reversibility, conveying the caveat that the oxygen dimerization severely 

penalizes the structural reversibility by leading the oxygen astray in the structure. It 

is observed for the first time that oxygen dimers that are found to freely move in the 

lattice structure serve as a key catalyst of the poor structural resilience.  

 Based on the understanding of the relationship between structural disorder and 
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oxygen chemistry, I propose a strategy to improve the structural reversibility of 

electrode materials in Chapter 3. As the voltage decay has known to be primarily 

originated from irreversible cation migration in the structure, various effective 

approaches have been used to mitigate the cation migration itself, including surface 

coating, cation doping, additives to electrolyte, and composition tuning15-19. 

However, the ultimate prevention of cation migration during long-term cycling has 

not yet been achieved due to its high thermodynamic spontaneity. Considering the 

underlying origin of the voltage decay and the inevitability of cation migration 

(particularly at a certain charged state), I believed that improving the intra-cycle 

reversibility of cation migration would play a key role in addressing the voltage 

decay issue. I thus devised a structural tool to regulate the reversibility of cation 

migration rather than to suppress the migration in lithium-rich layered oxides, which 

had the unexpected benefit of also suppressing the voltage decay and hysteresis. I 

demonstrate that the reversibility of the TM migration can be remarkably improved 

by changing the oxygen lattice structure of cobalt-free lithium-rich nickel manganese 

oxides from the typical O3 to O2 layered stacking, thereby dramatically suppressing 

the voltage decay and hysteresis. I show that the primary factor limiting the 

reversible migration of transition metal ions in the typical O3 layered structure is the 

intralayer movements of transition metal ions within the Li layer and that the O2 

layered structure restricts these movements. The preeminent intra-cycle reversibility 

of the TM migration for O2-type layered compounds is confirmed using scanning 

transmission electron microscopy and complementary X-ray diffraction, Raman 
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spectroscopy, and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. This high level 

of intra-cycle reversibility leads to preservation of the pristine layered structure over 

extended cycles as well as successful voltage retention. I further confirm that the 

improved reversibility of cation migration helps remove the asymmetry of the anion 

redox (i.e., the voltage hysteresis), which has been suspected to stem from the 

presence of transition metal ions in the Li layer during discharge20.  
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Chapter 2. Trilateral correlation of Structural disorder, 

Bond covalency, and  Oxygen redox chemistry in 

lithium-rich layered oxide electrodes 

The content of this chapter is now submitted to a scientific journal.  

2.1 Introduction 

The full switch-over to the sustainable and affordable energy utilizations 

necessitates a substantial breakthrough in the energy density of current battery 

systems1. Lithium-rich layered oxides are strong contenders for the next-generation 

lithium-ion battery chemistry as they enlist the additional oxygen redox activity aside 

from the conventional transition metal redox to offer a significantly higher capacity2. 

However, the extra capacities from the oxygen redox come at a price as the electrodes 

typically suffer from the large voltage hysteresis, sluggish kinetics and gradual 

voltage fades with cycling3-5. Extensive studies have suggested that those issues are 

exclusively observed in the oxygen redox region and are generally accompanied by 

structural instabilities that are engendered during the oxygen redox4-7. It has been 

discussed that the oxygen redox entails series of structural rearrangement steps that 

are energetically spontaneous, during which its reversibility is gradually 

compromised in the prolonged cycles6,8,9. Moreover, recent findings have revealed 

that substantial cation (i.e., transition metal, TM) migrations do occur in lithium-rich 

layered materials not only through out-of-plane but also through in-plane directions 
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of the layered structure, giving rise to the substantial rearrangement of the oxygen 

local environment with structural disorders, thus significantly altering the oxygen 

redox activity10,11. 

 Common structural disorders observed during the oxygen redox include (i) cation 

disorders such as TMLi-VM anti-site defect pairs12, and (ii) anion disorders 

represented by the oxygen vacancy (VO)13. Chueh group reported that the occurrence 

of out-of-plane TM migrations coincides with the oxygen redox in lithium-rich 

layered oxides, suggesting the coupling between the oxygen redox activity and the 

cation disorder14. It was proposed that the cation migration serves as a critical trigger 

for the oxygen redox by promoting the ligand to metal charge transfer in the oxygen 

redox mechanism14,15. It has been similarly demonstrated that the oxygen redox 

potential can be markedly affected by the electrostatic destabilization resulting from 

the loss of metal coordination via cation migration during the redox reaction9,16. The 

evolution of oxygen defects were often observed, as evidenced by the VO formation 

energy that decreases sharply with the onset of oxygen redox from both 

experimental17 and theoretical18,19 investigations, exacerbating the voltage hysteresis 

with redox asymmetry20,21. Previous studies also signified the presence of the 

continuous feedback between the oxygen redox mechanism and the local bond 

rearrangements. It was supposed that the depletion of highly localized non-bonding 

O 2p (O 2p NB) states renders oxygen unstable, violating the “octet rule” 22, and 

hence the oxidized oxygen tends to form supplementary covalent bonds for self-

stabilization8,23-25. Of particular significance is that the de-coordination of some 
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metal-oxygen bonds results in the under-coordinated oxygen that becomes more 

prone to forming short covalent bonding2,8. It infers that the structural disordering 

that involves the de-coordination of metal-oxygen bonds can catalyze further bond 

rearrangements or disorders to stabilize the oxygen redox chemistry.  

The complexities in these dynamic structure-electrochemistry relationships suggest 

the close interplay behind the local bonding restructurings associated with dynamic 

disorders and the subsequent oxygen redox activity. While there still remains a large 

of uncharted terrain concerning this triptych, a comprehensive grasp of the intrinsic 

relation is a perquisite for the better understanding and the optimization of oxygen-

redox-active electrodes. In this work, we propose a consistent theoretical framework 

that bridges structural disorders, concomitant bonding rearrangements, and oxygen 

redox chemistry for both charge-transfer and Mott-Hubbard electrode systems of 

lithium-rich layered oxides26. The trilateral relations are presented for a wide range 

of oxygen-redox-active electrodes concerning the commonly observed disorders 

including out-of-plane and in-plane TM migrations, oxygen dimers and vacancies. 

We show that the cation disordering stabilizes the oxygen redox by allowing strong 

oxygen-oxygen and/or metal-oxygen hybridization, in consistent with the previous 

observations10,14,27. More importantly, it is revealed that the extent of bond 

rearrangements is proportional to the utilization of O 2p NB states, and certain 

conditions of metal-oxygen covalency particularly promote the formation of oxygen 

dimers. Furthermore, we demonstrate how bond restructurings affect the 

electrochemical and structural reversibility, conveying the caveat that the oxygen 
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dimerization severely penalizes the structural reversibility by leading the oxygen 

astray in the structure. The anion disordering, on the other hand, is found to 

effectively stabilize the oxygen network by compensating for electron deficiencies, 

suggesting the possible beneficial effects. Our findings successfully address the 

unanswered linkage between the oxygen redox and dynamic structural disorders, and 

provide a generalized guidance for the material engineering of lithium- and sodium-

rich layered electrodes. 
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2.2 Computational details 

All ab initio calculations are performed based on spin-polarized density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation 

package (VASP)28,29. The exchange-correlation energy was described using the 

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation30. Hubbard 

parameters (GGA+U) were applied to correct the self-interaction error related with 

strongly correlated d electrons, and effective Hubbard-U parameters was adopted 

from the previous literatures2,14. We also conducted comparative calculations using 

the Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid functional with the standard mixing 

parameter of 0.25 for representative cases31, and confirmed the consistency of the 

results. Projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials were used32, and valence 

electrons were depicted with the plane-wave basis set. An energy cutoff 520 eV and 

an appropriate number of k-points were used in all calculations. All structures were 

fully relaxed until the forces acting on each atom were smaller than 0.02 eV Å−1. The 

COOPs were calculated using the Lobster program33,34. 

Pristine electrode compounds with Li2MO3 stoichiometry were modelled using 

supercells containing 24 formula units of the LiMO2 primitive cell (space group: 

C2/m), and Li1/3M2/3 honeycomb arrangement was applied to the TM layers. These 

supercells consist of two TM layers and two Li layers. Na0.6(Li0.2Mn0.8)O2 electrode 

with the P3 staking was modelled using Na36(Li12Mn48)O120 supercell which is 

composed of three TM layers and three Na layers. Pristine Na2/3(Mg1/3Mn2/3)O2 
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electrode with the P3 staking was described with Na12(Mg6Mn12)O36 supercell, and 

the charged phase, Na0(Mg1/3Mn2/3)O2 with the O3 staking, was depicted with a 

larger supercell of Na0(Mg8Mn16)O48. The in-plane cation arrangements of structural 

models are represented in figures 2.2, 2.8, and 2.13. All structural models were 

designed so that the minimum distance between structural disorders is approximately 

10 Å, excluding the influence of defect-defect interactions.  

Unless otherwise stated, we generated 300 Li/Na/Mg-vacancy orderings for each 

phase, using the enumeration technique35, and performed DFT calculations on the 

generated structures. In this process, all octahedral and tetrahedral sites in the alkali 

metal layers and all vacant sites in the TM layers were considered. After the 

formation of structural disorder, Li-vacancy orderings were re-sampled in the same 

way. While computing Gf(VO), the overestimation of the O2 binding energy was 

corrected using the method by Wang et al36, and the entropy term is obtained from 

JANAF thermochemical table37. Ab initio MD calculations were conducted using the 

canonical (NVT) ensemble with a Nose–Hoover thermostat38,39. Each structure was 

simulated at 300 K with a time step of 1.0 fs for 100 ps.  
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2.3 Result and discussion 

2.3.1 Cation disordering in charge-transfer systems 

Prior to discussing the effects of structural disordering, we first refer to the 

charging process of layered transition metal oxides in the absence of structural 

disorder. In charge-transfer electrode systems, O 2p NB states typically lie at the 

Fermi level (Chapter 2.3.6), and thus is immediately depopulated upon charging, as 

evidenced for archetypal electrodes such as Li2MnO3
40, Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2

41, and 

Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2
42 (figure 2.2). Our investigations on these three representative 

materials depicted that O-O and Mn-O bond lengths simply reduce in the structure 

during the charge process when no structural disorder was allowed. For example, 

during charging of Li2MnO3 to Li0.5MnO3, the minimum lengths of O-O bonds and 

Mn-O bonds slightly decrease from 2.57 Å to 2.43 Å, and 1.93 Å to 1.88 Å, 

respectively (i → ii in figure 2.1a). We note that these 2.43 Å O-O pairs correspond 

to the typical bond lengths of peroxo-like species (2.1 ~2.5 Å), and are distinct from 

short oxygen dimers such as peroxo (O2)2-, superoxo (O2)1-, and molecular O2 species, 

which are in a range of 1.2 ~ 1.5 Å14,43,44. It is generally understood that the O-O 

covalent bond is difficult to be formed when the distance between two oxygen atoms 

exceeds 2 Å27. No significant distortion of Mn-O bonds in the octahedra was detected, 

which is ascribed to the highly directional covalent bond between the oxygen and 

the transition metal with partially filled d shells, preventing the rotation of bonds2,45. 

The presence of cation disordering, however, could lift the restrictions on bond 
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rearrangements by diversifying the coordination environment of oxygen. As 

illustrated in figure 2.1a (ii → iii), a cation migration generates singe-coordinated 

(or, dangling) oxygen ions (denoted as green) which have high degrees of freedom 

for bonding rearrangements. Figure 2.3 portrays all the representative point-type 

cation disorders: out-of-plane TM migrations to the tetrahedral site (MLi, tetra) or to 

the octahedral site (MLi, octa) in the lithium layer, and in-plane TM migration (MLi, TM 

layer) to the vacant Li site in transition metal layer. Figure 2.1a exemplifies the case 

of MnLi, octa, which produces four dangling oxygen ions. It shows that in the presence 

of the cation disorder in Li0.5MnO3 (iii → iv, figure 2.1a), some dangling oxygen 

ions form short covalent bonding with adjacent oxygen, as can be seen from 1.28 Å 

O-O dimer (iv in the figure: highlighted with green and red atoms in the blue box). 

This bond length matches with the typical value of superoxo (O2)1- species46. It was 

further confirmed that various cation disorder types in the layered structure could 

generate these oxygen dimers depending on the coordination environments, as 

extensively illustrated in Chapter 2.3.8. 

Moreover, we note that the O-O dimerization was universally observed for the 

charged phases of Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 and Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 involved with cation 

disordering. Figure 2.1b displays that the desodiation of Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 with a 

cation disorder includes the formation of the short oxygen dimer (1.30 Å) as denoted 

with green atoms within the honeycomb ordering of Mg and Mn similar to that of 

the Li2MnO3 case (figure 2.5). Analogous oxygen dimer formation was witnessed in 

the case of Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 in figure 2.1c (path A TM migration) and figure 2.6, 
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which appears with the bond lengths of ~ 1.36 Å (blue box in the figure). It was 

noteworthy, nevertheless, that the oxygen dimerization could be slightly inhibited in 

Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 due to its ribbon-type ordering in the transition metal layer, 

which partly agrees with the previous observations10. As comparatively presented in 

figure 2.1c, the cation migration along the path B in the ribbon-type ordering does 

not allow the formation of the single-coordinated oxygen, thus the bond 

rearrangements of oxygen ions are still structurally restricted, preventing the oxygen 

dimerization (see Chapter 2.3.9 for more details regarding on cation disorder and 

oxygen dimers on Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 and Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2). 

Regarding the other dangling oxygen ions that do not form a dimer in figure 2.1a, 

it was observed that they tend to form short covalent bonds with coordinated 

manganese ions as indicated with black dotted lines (iii and iv in the figure). In this 

case, the lengths of three Mn-O dangling bonds (~1.89 Å) reduce to 1.65 Å, 1.69 Å, 

and 1.85 Å respectively. The bond length of 1.65 Å is close to the reported length of 

Mn4+=O bond (1.66 Å) in metal-oxo complexes47, implying the formation of strong 

Mn-O π bonds arising from the dangling oxygen ions. These concerted O-O and Mn-

O bond restructurings were consistently observed for all the possible combinations 

of cation disorders and dimer types in Li0.5MnO3, Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 and 

Na0[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 (figures. 2.4c-n, 2.5c-e and 2.6c-e, respectively).  

The substantial change in the oxygen bonding neighbor leads to the electronic 

reshuffling in the material. Figure 2.1d compares the electronic structures of oxygen 

atoms, i.e., projected density of state (pDOS), before (green) and after (red) the MnLi, 
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octa formation that involved the O-O dimerization (1.28 Å, figure 2.1a). The pDOS 

exhibits that O 2p band splits into sharp and discrete bands after the cation disorder, 

which is ascribed to the shortening of the O-O distance from 2.83 Å to 1.28 Å. The 

oxygen bands can be assigned as σ*, π*, π, and σ states, respectively, in order of 

energy, as illustrated by the charge density plots on the right. This assignment could 

be supported by the crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) between oxygen 

atoms plotted at the bottom of the figure, which informs bonding/antibonding 

characteristics of bonds in a crystal48. The positive and negative value of COOP 

indicates bonding and antibonding nature, respectively, and the zero value means the 

absence of overlap, i.e., non-bonding character. Whereas the COOP value is 

negligible between two oxygens in the disorder-free system, the formation of O-O 

dimer (1.28 Å) results in positive and negative COOP values that correspond well 

with σ*/π* and π/σ states, respectively, indicting the strong hybridization. 

We further examined the change in the electronic structure of oxygen that 

constitutes the bonding with neighboring Mn in figure 2.1a, particularly focusing on 

the short Mn-O covalent bonds (1.65 Å). Figure 2.1e reveals that a new state emerges 

above the Fermi level after the cation disorder, which is attributed to the 

development of Mn 3d-O 2p π* state. Since the formation of MnLi, octa reduces the 

number of manganese ions capable of orbital hybridization with oxygen, it results in 

the quantitative imbalance between intact O 2p orbitals and Mn 3d t2g orbitals, 

making three discrete states, Mn 3d-O 2p π*, O 2p NB, Mn 3d-O 2p π states (see 

Chapter 2.3.7 for details). The shortening of Mn-O bond subsequently strengthens 
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the Mn-O π hybridization, which would increase the energy gap between π and π* of 

Mn 3d-O 2p, thus Mn-O π* states evolve in a higher energy range than O 2p NB 

states. The antibonding character is supported by the negative COOP values of the 

new π* states, which additionally confirms that the short Mn-O length of 1.65 Å has 

non-negligible effect on the Mn-O π-interaction.  

The electronic reshuffling around the oxygen consequently engenders the overall 

charge redistribution in DOS, as schematically summarized in figure 2.1f. The 

simple depopulation of O 2p NB state is expected for the ideal charge-transfer system 

without disorder upon charging (left in figure 2.1f). On the other hand, after the 

cation disorder, there should appear two new states due to the dangling oxygen, 

which is stabilized either by the oxygen dimer formation or the strong Mn-O 

hybridization (right in figure 2.1f). The oxygen in the dimer produces the O-O σ* 

and π* states, whereas the oxygen with the strong hybridization with the Mn ion 

yields the Mn-O π* states, both of which arise above the Femi level. We also 

observed that some of the charge released from dangling oxygen ions due to the 

emergence of the new σ* and π* states is transferred to the oxygen network according 

to our analyses in Tables 2.1-2.3, indicating the charge redistribution. It implies that 

the covalent bond formation of dangling oxygen partially compensates for the 

oxidation of other oxygen in the electrode, contributing to the stabilization of the 

overall material system. These stabilizing effects may further make the cation 

disordering a thermodynamically spontaneous process, as is commonly identified for 

electrodes in charge-transfer systems (figures 2.4-2.6).  
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Figure 2.1. Bonding rearrangements involved with cation disordering in 

charge-transfer systems. a, Bonding rearrangements involved with charging and 

MnLi, octa formation in Li2-xMnO3. b, Relaxed structure of Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 with 

MnLi, octa. c, Bond rearrangements involved with in-plane cation migration in 

Na0[Li0Mn0.8]O2 with the ribbon superstructure. In a-c, dangling oxygen ions formed 
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with cation migration are colored green, and Li and Mg ions are omitted for clarity. 

d, e, Changes in the electronic structure of oxygen atoms involved with O-O 

dimerization (d) and Mn-O π hybridization (e), which are illustrated in a. The charge 

density plots that visualize oxygen states are also presented. f, Schematic 

representation of the electronic reshuffling of oxygen redox states due to cation 

disordering. 
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Figure 2.2. The in-plane Li-M arrangements and electronic structures of pristine 

electrodes belonging to charge-transfer systems. a, Li2MnO3, b, Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2, 

and c, Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2. Li1/3Mn2/3 honeycomb arrangement, Li1/5Mn4/5 ribbon 

arrangement, and Mg1/3Mn2/3 honeycomb arrangement was applied for Li2MnO3
49, 

Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2
10, Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2

42, respectively, according to the previous 

reports. We generated 100 Na-vacancy orderings for Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2
 and 

Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2, respectively, using the enumeration technique35, and the most 

stable configurations were designated through DFT calculations. On the right are the 

positive and negative Fukui functions that visualize the charge density of electronic 

states just above and below the Fermi level, respectively. Yellow and blue in the 

Fukui functions corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. Here, 

the charge density lying along the Li-O-Li axis (a), VNa-O-Li axis (b), and VNa-O-

Mg axis (c) corresponds to O 2p NB states2. Therefore, electronic structures and the 

negative Fukui functions show in common that O 2p NB states lie at the Fermi level 

in charge-transfer systems. 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic representations of possible cation disorders. MLi-VM antisite 

cation-vacancy defects pair can be formed by a, out-of-plane cation migration to the 

tetrahedral site in the Li layer (denoted as MLi, tetra), b, out-of-plane cation migration 

to the octahedral site in the Li layer (denoted as MLi, octa), and c, In-plane cation 

migration to the empty Li site (denoted as MLi, TM layer). Cation migration generates 

single-coordinated oxygen ions, and such dangling oxygen ions are colored green.  
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Figure 2.4. a, DOS of Li2MnO3 and Li0.5MnO3 without any structural disorder. (Inset) 
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Isosurface of charge density for the electronic states near the Fermi level. Yellow and 

blue corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. Here, the charge 

density lying along the Li-O-Li axis and VLi-O-VLi axis correspond to O 2p NB 

states2. b, The formation energies of MnLi, tetra, MnLi, octa, and MnLi, TM layer disorders in 

Li0.5MnO3. ∆𝐺structural change indicates the energy difference between a structure 

without structural disorder and a structure with a cation disorder. For the 50 most 

stable Li-vacancy configurations of each case, their values are plotted according to 

the type of oxygen dimer formed. Herein, O-O pairs whose bond length is below 1.7 

Å are classified as oxygen dimers, according to the previous literature50. In addition, 

for each combination of cation disorder and dimer type, properties of the most stable 

structure are presented in c-n: c, Edge dimer formed with MnLi, tetra, d, Dangling 

dimer formed with MnLi, tetra, e, Floating dimer formed with MnLi, tetra, f, Edge dimer 

formed with MnLi, octa, g, Bridge dimer formed with MnLi, octa, h, Dangling dimer 

formed with MnLi, octa, i, Floating dimer formed with MnLi, octa, j, Edge dimer formed 

with MnLi, TM layer, k, Bridge dimer formed with MnLi, TM layer, l, 𝜇-O3 dimers formed 

with cation disordering, m, 𝜂1-O3 dimers formed with cation disordering, n, The 

formation of multiple oxygen dimers generated with cation disordering. In c-n, MnLi, 

tetra, MnLi, octa, and MnLi, TM layer are colored blue, and Li ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Table 2.1. Bader charge changes after MnLi, tetra formation in Li0.5MnO3. Positive 

value means the loss of electron.   

Dimer type Edge Dangling Floating 

O ions forming 

short covalent 

bond 

O-O bond +1.24 +1.66 +2.01 

Mn-O bond +0.20 +0.10 +0.43 

Sum(The other O ions in the cell) -1.09 -1.60 -2.20 

cf. O ion newly coordinated with 

migrated Mn 
-0.05 -0.07 -0.05 

Sum(All Mn ions in the cell) -0.35 -0.16 -0.24 
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Table 2.2. Bader charge changes after MnLi, octa formation in Li0.5MnO3. Positive 

value means the loss of electron.   

Dimer type Edge Bridge Dangling Floating 𝜇-O3 𝜂1-O3 

O ions 

forming short 

covalent bond 

O-O bond +1.15 +1.38 +1.57 +1.51 +1.75 +2.05 

Mn-O bond +0.52 +0.40 +0.25 +0.25 +0.41 +0.09 

Sum(The other O ions in the 

cell) 
-1.25  -1.28 -1.69 -1.56 -1.83 -1.89 

cf. Sum(Four O ions newly 

coordinated with migrated 

Mn) 

-0.50 -0.62 -0.51 -0.60 -0.44 -0.55 

Sum(All Mn ions in the cell) -0.42 -0.49 -0.14 -0.20 -0.33 -0.25 
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Table 2.3. Bader charge changes after MnLi, TM layer formation in Li0.5MnO3. Positive 

value means the loss of electron.   

Dimer type Edge Bridge 𝜇-O3 

O ions 

forming short 

covalent bond 

O-O bond +1.37 +1.36 +1.94 

Mn-O bond +0.06 +0.21 +0.24 

Sum(The other O ions in the 

cell) 
-1.08 -1.28 -1.87 

cf. Sum(Four O ions newly 

coordinated with migrated Mn) 
-0.72 -0.74 -0.58 

Sum(All Mn ions in the cell) -0.35 -0.29 -0.30 
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Figure 2.5. a, DOS of P3-Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 and O3-Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 without 
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any structural disorder. (Inset) Isosurface of charge density for the electronic states 

near the Fermi level. Yellow and blue corresponds to negative and positive changes, 

respectively. Here, the charge density lying along the Mg-O-VNa axis and VMg-O-VNa 

axis correspond to O 2p NB states2. b, Bonding rearrangements involved with 

charging and MnNa, octa formation, where dangling oxygen ions formed with Mn 

migration are colored green. c-e, Bonding arrangements and electronic structures of 

O3-Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 with MnNa, tetra (c), MnNa, octa (d), and MnMg, TM layer (e) disorder. 

In c-e, MnNa, tetra, MnNa, octa, and MnMg, TM layer are colored blue, and Mg ions are 

omitted for clarity in b-e.  
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Figure 2.6. a, DOS of P3-Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 and P3-Na0[Li0Mn0.8]O2 without any 

structural disorder. (Inset) Isosurface of charge density for the electronic states near 
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the Fermi level. Yellow and blue corresponds to negative and positive changes, 

respectively. Here, the charge density lying along the Li-O-VNa axis and VLi-O-VNa 

axis correspond to O 2p NB states2. b, Schematic representation of possible in-plane 

Mn migration pathways in P3-Na0[Li0Mn0.8]O2. For each case, the relaxed structures 

and corresponding electronic structures are presented in c-f. c, path 1. d, path 3. e, 

path 4. f, path 2. To describe path 4 without the influence of defect-defect interactions, 

we employed a Na0[Li0Mn96]O240 supercell twice larger than the other cases.  
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2.3.2 Cation disordering in Mott-Hubbard systems 

In Mott-Hubbard electrode systems, occupied M nd-O 2p t2g
*
 states typically lie 

above the O 2p NB states (figure 2.8); thus, the initial oxidation of the electrode takes 

place by the cationic redox. And, depending on the relative position of the Fermi 

level, O 2p NB states may either participate in the redox in the high-voltage region, 

or remain fully filled until the end of the charge. The representative example of the 

former case is the charging process of Li2RuO3 electrode, which presents both 

cationic and anionic redox according to the previous studies51,52. Our calculations in 

figure 2.9a also confirm that the initial charging to Li1RuO3 occurs by Ru4+/5+ redox 

based on Ru 4d-O 2p t2g
*
 states, whereas the subsequent delithiation continues by the 

depopulation of O 2p NB states. Upon the significant oxygen oxidation during the 

delithiation (~Li0.5RuO3), it was found that the cation disordering significantly 

stabilizes the oxygen by enabling the formation of strong covalent bonding. Figure 

2.7a presents the RuLi, octa disorder can be spontaneously formed with the negative 

∆G (~ -0.33 eV) in Li0.5RuO3. It accompanies four dangling oxygens in the neighbor, 

which end up with the strong hybridization in Ru-O bonds as evidenced by the 

shortened bond length to 1.64 ~ 1.73 Å. It manifests the formation of terminal oxo 

ligands considering that the previously reported lengths of Ru5+=O bond are in the 

range of 1.63 ~ 1.72 Å53,54. The formation of short Ru-O bonds (< 1.7 Å) was 

consistently and universally observed for other types of disorders such as RuLi, tetra 

and RuLi, TM layer (More details are provided in figure 2.9). 

On the other hand, some of the Mott-Hubbard electrode systems such as layered 
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Li2IrO3 do not employ the oxygen redox, thus the O 2p NB states remain fully filled 

until the end of the charge. As described in figure 2.10a, the delithiation of Li2IrO3 

is charge compensated by Ir4+/5.5+ redox at Ir 5d-O 2p t2g
*
 state, which is in agreement 

with the previous report14. Interesting contrast could be witnessed from the tendency 

of the cation disordering in this material. It was observed that the bond 

rearrangements accompanying IrLi, octa in Li0.5IrO3 is energetically unfavorable (∆G 

~ +1.80 eV) in figure 2.7b. With the hypothetical Ir migration, four dangling oxygens 

are produced and are supposed to strengthen Ir-O bonds similar to the case of 

Li0.5RuO3. However, the subsequent bond contractions (1.79 ~ 1.83 Å) were 

significantly weaker than the typical length of Ir=O bonds (1.725 Å)53. Noteworthy 

is that MLi, octa formation in Li0.5RuO3 decreases the total length of dangling Ru-O 

bonds by 1.08 Å, whereas that in Li0.5IrO3 reduces Ir-O bond lengths only by 0.65 Å. 

Further analysis in Tables 2.4-2.7 and figures 2.9-2.10 also revealed that the amount 

of charge transfer involved with bond contractions are substantially small in Li0.5IrO3 

for all the cation disorders considered in comparisons to Li0.5RuO3.  

Figure 2.7c and d comparatively display the electronic structural change in oxygen 

atoms pertaining to 1.64 Å Ru-O bond in Li0.5RuO3, and 1.79 Å Ir-O bond in Li0.5IrO3. 

In both cases, the strong M nd-O 2p π* band arises after the cation migration (RuLi,octa 

or IrLi,octa), which is due to the loss of metal coordination and the quantitative 

imbalance between O 2p orbitals and M nd orbitals, as previously explained in 

Chapter 2.3.7. However, the center of M nd-O2p π* band appears at a much higher 

energy state for Ru-O bond (2.28 eV) than Ir-O bond (0.77 eV) in reference to the O 
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2p NB, as indicated by blue arrows. It demonstrates that the induced Ru-O π 

hybridization is far stronger than Ir-O π hybridization. We suppose that the 

substantial oxygen oxidation in Li0.5RuO3 causes the structural stabilization by 

inducing strong covalent bonds through cation disordering unlike Li0.5IrO3 that does 

not display apparent oxygen redox at O 2p NB band, which will be further discussed 

later (Table 2.8).  

It should be noted that the short oxygen dimer (< 1.7 Å) was not detected in Mott-

Hubbard Li0.5RuO3 and Li0.5IrO3 systems even after cation migrations, which is in 

contrast to the charge-transfer electrode systems. The absence of oxygen dimer could 

be additionally verified by our extensive analysis of disorders in figure 2.11, and has 

also been evidenced by previous experiments51,55 and calculations26,54. We attribute 

this discrepancy to the less anionic redox participation in Mott-Hubbard systems in 

comparisons to charge-transfer systems. The Mott-Hubbard electrode systems 

generally utilize a smaller amount of hole per oxygen (hO) than those of charge-

transfer systems for a given charged state. For example, the combined cationic and 

anionic redox in Li0.5RuO3 makes the hO of the disorder-free Li0.5RuO3 (~1/6) 

significantly smaller than that of Li0.5MnO3 (~ 1/2). Accordingly, the former holds a 

weaker motive to stabilize the oxygen while taking the enthalpic penalty associated 

with the structural deformation involving oxygen dimers. We also suppose that the 

radial distributions of M 4d orbitals are typically more diffusive than those of M 3d 

orbitals, and thus the overlap integrals between O 2p and Ru 4d orbitals are greater 

than those between O 2p and Mn 3d orbitals26. On that account, the rotation of highly 
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covalent Ru-O bond is expected to be more resilient than that of Mn-O bond, which 

is required for the oxygen rearrangements, therefore impeding the formation of the 

oxygen dimer.  

The correlation between the degree of hO and the propensity of dimer formation 

could be simply experimented for the Li0.5RuO3 by systematically altering the hO 

value via the substitution of cations. When some of Ru4+ was replaced by the Mn4+, 

i.e., Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3, the expected hO increases to approximately ~1/3, which is 

twice that of Li0.5RuO3. In this case, the Ru migration (RuLi,octa) was found to generate 

a significant oxygen bond rearrangement, and, in particular, the oxygen dimer with 

1.24 Å distance was evidently observed at the disorder, as illustrated in figure 2.12b. 

It confirms that the Ru migration can also induce the oxygen dimerization at high hO 

states (see figure 2.12 for more details). It implies to a greater extent that the 

substitutions of TMs with redox-inactive metals having fully filled d shells (d10; Sn4+, 

Sb5+, and Te6+) or completely empty d shells (d0; Ti4+) may promote the oxygen 

dimerization in the electrode materials. In principle, these substitutions would 

exacerbate the reliance on oxygen redox owing to the decrease of the accessible 

cationic redox capacity. Assuming the oxidation limits of +5 for Ru and +5.5 for Ir8, 

the half substitution of Sn would increase hO of Li0.5RuO3 and Li0.5IrO3 from 1/6 and 

0 to 1/3 and 1/4, respectively. Furthermore, the covalency between TMs with d0 or 

d10 and oxygen is relatively weak compared with that of typical TM-O bonds (figure 

2.14), thus, is less resilient for rotation than other highly directional TM-O bonds. 

Figure 2.7e and f validate this theory by showing that short oxygen dimers could be 
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readily formed in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 and Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 through the rotation of Sn-O 

dangling bonds. Notable in the results is that if dangling bonds include Sn-O bonds, 

the dimerization can be induced regardless of whether the migrating cation is TM or 

Sn (see Chapter 2.3.10). However, if the opposite is the case, short dimers are not 

generated and the oxidized oxygen is stabilized only through TM-O hybridization. It 

infers that along with hO exceeding the threshold, the presence of non-directional 

dangling bonds is an essential prerequisite for the oxygen dimerization in Mott-

Hubbard systems. This finding accounts for the previous experimental observations 

of oxygen dimers in Li2-xIr0.5Sn0.5O3 (Sn4+, d10), Li4-xNiWO6 (W6+, d0), and Li8SnO6 

electrodes14,56,57. 
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Figure 2.7. Bonding rearrangements involved with cation disordering in Mott-

Hubbard systems. a, b, Bonding rearrangements involved with MLi, octa formation 

in Li0.5RuO3 (a) and Li0.5IrO3 (b). c, d, Changes in the electronic structure of dangling 

oxygen involved with MLi, octa formation in Li0.5RuO3 (c) and Li0.5IrO3 (d), which are 

described in a and b, respectively. Blue vertical lines indicate the top of O 2p NB 

band (red) and the center of M nd-O 2p π* band, and the energy gaps between them 

are indicated by double arrows. The band center was evaluated following the method 

of previous reports58,59. e, f, Bonding rearrangements involved with MLi, octa 

formation in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 (e) and Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 (f). In each step of a, b, e and 

f, Li-vacancy configurations were optimized to be most stable.  
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Figure 2.8. The in-plane Li-M arrangements and electronic structures of pristine 

electrodes belonging to Mott-Hubbard systems. a, Li2IrO3, b, Li2RuO3, and c, 

Li2Ru0.5Mn0.5O3. Li1/3M2/3 honeycomb arrangement is applied for these electrodes 

according to the previous reports14,60,61. For Li2Ru0.5Mn0.5O3, various Ru/Mn 

arrangements were considered. In the most stable configuration, each metal 

component is arranged to form a regular triangular pattern. Then, each Ru(Mn) ion 

is surrounded by three Mn(Ru) ions and three Li ions. On the right are the positive 

and negative Fukui functions that visualize the charge density of electronic states 

just above and below the Fermi level, respectively. Yellow and blue in the Fukui 

functions corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. Electronic 

structures and the negative Fukui functions show in common that M nd-O 2p t2g
* 

states are at the Fermi level in Mott-Hubbard systems.  
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Figure 2.9. a, DOS of Li2RuO3, Li1RuO3, and Li0.5RuO3 without any structural 

disorder. (Inset) The positive and negative Fukui functions that visualize the charge 

density of electronic states just above and below the Fermi level, respectively. Yellow 

and blue corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. The negative 

Fukui function of Li1RuO3 and the positive Fukui function of Li0.5RuO3 indicate in 

common that the charging from Li1RuO3 to Li0.5RuO3 is mainly compensated by the 

depletion of O 2p NB states whose density lies along VLi-O- VLi axis. On the right is 

the upper view of the positive Fukui function of Li0.5RuO3. It further supports that in 

Li1RuO3→Li0.5RuO3 process, the contribution of O 2p NB states (equivalently the 

charge density centered on O) is dominant, whereas the contribution of Ru 4d-O 2p 

t2g
* states (equivalently the charge density centered on Ru) is very minor. b, Bonding 

rearrangements involved with charging and RuLi, octa formation in Li2-xRuO3. 

Dangling oxygen ions formed with cation migration are colored green. c-e, Bonding 

arrangements and corresponding electronic structures calculated for Li0.5RuO3 with 

RuLi, tetra (c), RuLi, octa (d), and RuLi, TM layer (e). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering 

was optimized to be most stable. In c-e, RuLi, tetra, RuLi, octa, and RuLi, TM layer are colored 

blue, and Li ions are omitted for clarity in b-e.  
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Figure 2.10. a, DOS of Li2IrO3, Li1IrO3, and Li0.5IrO3 without any structural disorder. 

(Inset) The positive and negative Fukui functions that visualize the charge density of 

electronic states just above and below the Fermi level, respectively. Yellow and blue 
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corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. DOS and the Fukui 

functions indicate in common that the entire charging process is mainly charge 

compensated by the depopulation of Ir 5d-O 2p t2g
* states. As can be seen from the 

upper view of the Fukui function on the right, in Li1IrO3→ Li0.5IrO3 process, the 

contribution of O 2p NB states (equivalently the charge density centered on O) is 

very minor compared with that of Ir 5d-O 2p t2g
* states (equivalently the charge 

density centered on Ir). b, Bonding rearrangements involved with charging and IrLi, 

octa formation in Li2-xIrO3. Dangling oxygen ions formed with cation migration are 

colored green. c-e, Bonding arrangements and corresponding electronic structures 

calculated for Li0.5IrO3 with IrLi, tetra (c), IrLi, octa (d), and IrLi, TM layer (e). For each case, 

the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable. In c-e, IrLi, tetra, IrLi, octa, and 

IrLi, TM layer are colored blue, and Li ions are omitted for clarity in a-e.  
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Figure 2.11. Disorder formation energies (∆𝐺structural change ) in Li0.5RuO3 and 

Li0.5IrO3. The minimum O-O distance in supercells are represented together. For each 

case, we performed DFT calculations for 300 generated Li-vacancy configurations, 

and the values of 50 most stable structures are provided here. While RuLi,tetra, RuLi, 

octa, and RuLi TM layer formation in Li0.5RuO3 can be thermodynamically spontaneous, 

all types of cation disordering are estimated to be nonspontaneous in Li0.5IrO3. 

Importantly, in both Li0.5RuO3 and Li0.5IrO3, no short oxygen dimer (< 1.7 Å) was 

formed after cation disordering, regardless of the Li configuration. 
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Table 2.4. Bond length changes and bond order changes of dangling oxygen ions 

accompanying MLi, tetra formation in Li0.5RuO3 and Li0.5IrO3. ICOOP(eF) is the 

integration of COOP up to the Fermi level, which has been known to be proportional 

to the bond order14,26.  

Materials 
Dangling 

bond 

Bond length (Å) ICOOP(eF) (a.u.) 
∆ Bond 

length 

(Å) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (a.u.) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (%) Moriginal 

site 

MLi, 

tetra 

Moriginal 

site 

MLi, 

tetra 

Li0.5IrO3 

Ir-OA 1.99 1.81 0.18 0.30 -0.18 +0.12 +66.4 

Ir-OB 1.95 1.84 0.20 0.28 -0.11 +0.07 +36.8 

Ir-OC 1.98 1.76 0.19 0.37 -0.21 +0.18 +96.0 

Sum     -0.5 0.37 +199.3 

Li0.5RuO3 

Ru-OA 1.94 1.68 0.19 0.43 -0.26 +0.24 +123.2 

Ru-OB 1.95 1.69 0.19 0.37 -0.26 +0.19 +100.1 

Ru-OC 1.94 1.64 0.19 0.47 -0.30 +0.28 +147.4 

Sum     -0.82 +0.71 +370.6 
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Table 2.5. Bond length changes and bond order changes of dangling oxygen ions 

accompanying MLi, octa formation in Li0.5RuO3 and Li0.5IrO3. ICOOP(eF) is the 

integration of COOP up to the Fermi level, which has been known to be proportional 

to the bond order14,26.  

Materials 
Dangling 

bond 

Bond length (Å) ICOOP(eF) (a.u.) 
∆ Bond 

length 

(Å) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (a.u.) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (%) Moriginal 

site 

MLi, 

octa 

Moriginal 

site 

MLi, 

octa 

Li0.5IrO3 

Ir-OA 1.99 1.83 0.18 0.30 -0.15 +0.12 +65.8 

Ir-OB 1.95 1.80 0.20 0.33 -0.15 +0.12 +61.6 

Ir-OC 1.98 1.82 0.19 0.3 -0.16 +0.11 +59.8 

Ir-OD 1.97 1.79 0.19 0.35 -0.18 +0.17 +88.2 

Sum     -0.65 +0.52 +275.4 

Li0.5RuO3 

Ru-OA 1.94 1.64 0.19 0.48 -0.31 +0.29 +150.1 

Ru-OB 1.95 1.71 0.19 0.37 -0.24 +0.18 +97.1 

Ru-OC 1.94 1.64 0.19 0.45 -0.30 +0.26 +134.9 

Ru-OD 1.95 1.73 0.19 0.35 -0.23 +0.17 +89.8 

Sum     -1.08 +0.90 +472.0 
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Table 2.6. Bond length changes and bond order changes of dangling oxygen ions 

accompanying MLi, TM layer formation in Li0.5RuO3 and Li0.5IrO3. ICOOP(eF) is the 

integration of COOP up to the Fermi level, which has been known to be proportional 

to the bond order14,26.  

Materials 
Dangling 

bond 

Bond length (Å) ICOOP(eF) (a.u.) 
∆ Bond 

length 

(Å) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (a.u.) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (%) Moriginal 

site 

MLi, TM 

layer 

Moriginal 

site 

MLi, TM 

layer 

Li0.5IrO3 

Ir-OA 1.95 1.82 0.20 0.32 -0.14 +0.12 +59.0 

Ir-OB 1.98 1.82 0.19 0.31 -0.16 +0.12 +64.0 

Ir-OC 1.95 1.83 0.20 0.31 -0.12 +0.10 +51.5 

Ir-OD 2.00 1.83 0.17 0.30 -0.17 +0.13 +73.2 

Sum     -0.58 +0.47 +247.5 

Li0.5RuO3 

Ru-OA 1.94 1.62 0.19 0.47 -0.32 +0.27 +142.7 

Ru-OB 1.94 1.64 0.19 0.49 -0.31 +0.30 +155.1 

Ru-OC 1.95 1.66 0.19 0.40 -0.30 +0.21 +114.6 

Ru-OD 1.95 1.74 0.19 0.32 -0.2 +0.13 +65.3 

Sum     -1.12 +0.91 +477.7 
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Table 2.7. Bader charge changes involved with cation disordering in Li0.5RuO3 and 

Li0.5IrO3. Positive value means the loss of electron.    

Disorder type 

Li0.5RuO3 Li0.5IrO3 

RuLi, tetra RuLi, octa 
RuLi, TM 

layer 
IrLi, tetra IrLi, octa 

IrLi, TM 

layer 

Dangling 

TM-O 

bonds 

M-OA 
M +0.18 +0.30 +0.18 +0.18 +0.15 +0.09 

OA +0.25 +0.17 +0.17 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 

M-OB 
M +0.17 +0.34 +0.20 +0.09 +0.16 +0.03 

OB +0.15 +0.17 +0.18 -0.08 -0.05 -0.05 

M-OC 

M-OD 

M +0.29 +0.47 +0.43 +0.24 +0.38 +0.24 

OC +0.19 +0.20 +0.18 +0.07 -0.05 -0.04 

OD . +0.13 +0.02 . +0.08 -0.04 

Sum(∆BaderM) +0.64 +1.11 +0.81 +0.52 +0.69 +0.36 

Sum(∆BaderO) +0.59 +0.68 +0.54 -0.08 -0.08 -0.21 

The other M ions in the cell -0.26 -0.47 -0.46 -0.16 -0.33 -0.02 

The other O ions in the cell -0.98 -1.32 -0.89 -0.27 -0.27 -0.13 
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Table 2.8. Disorder formation energies calculated for Li2-xRuO3 and Li2-xIrO3 (0 ≤ 

x ≤ 2). For each case, the values corresponding to the most stable Li configuration 

are presented here. When x is 0, MLi, octa and MLi, TM layer disorders are described by 

exchanging one M ion and one Li ion in supercells. At this time, the values pertaining 

to MLi, tetra are not provided here due to the difficulty in structural relaxation, which 

is probably because MLi, tetra shares a face with three Li ions rendering the structure 

very unstable.  

x in Li2-xRuO3 x = 0 x = 0.5 x = 1 x = 1.5 x = 2 

Gf (cationic 

disorder)  

RuLi, tetra . +1.50 eV +3.23 eV -0.30 eV -5.15 eV 

RuLi, octa +1.58 eV +1.21 eV +3.01 eV -0.33 eV -2.61 eV 

RuLi, TM layer +1.00 eV +0.09 eV +2.16 eV -0.40 eV -2.68 eV 

x in Li2-xIrO3 x = 0 x = 0.5 x = 1 x = 1.5 x = 2 

Gf (cationic 

disorder)  

IrLi, tetra . +1.69 eV +2.91 eV +1.63 eV +0.43 eV 

IrLi, octa +1.46 eV +1.49 eV +3.05 eV +1.80 eV +1.20 eV 

IrLi, TM layer +0.43 eV +0.03 eV +1.36 eV +0.67 eV -0.08 eV 
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Figure 2.12. a, DOS of Li2Ru0.5Mn0.5O3, Li1.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3, Li1Ru0.5Mn0.5O3, and 

Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 without any structural disorder. The positive and negative Fukui 

functions that visualize the charge density of electronic states just above and below 

the Fermi level, respectively, are presented together. In Fukui functions, yellow and 

blue corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. Along with DOS, 

the negative Fukui function of Li1.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 and the positive Fukui function of 

Li1Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 indicate in common that the charging from Li1.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 to 

Li1Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 is mainly compensated by the depopulation of O 2p NB states whose 

charge density lies along the VLi-O-VLi axis (dashed regions). In these Fukui 

functions, yellow and blue densities centered on Ru ions are may be due to the charge 

transfer between d orbitals of Ru ions. Taken together, it can be concluded that in the 

absence of structure disorder, the initial Li2Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 → Li1.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 process 

is charge compensated by the depletion of Ru 4d-O 2p t2g
* states, i.e. Ru4+/5+ redox. 

And thereafter, the charging process up to Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 is mainly compensated 

by the depopulation of O 2p NB states. b, f, Bonding rearrangements involved with 

charging and RuLi, octa (b) and MnLi, octa (f) formation in Li2-x Ru0.5Mn0.5O3. Dangling 

oxygen ions formed with cation migration are colored green. c-e, g-i, Bonding 
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arrangements and corresponding electronic structures calculated for 

Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 with RuLi, tetra (c), RuLi, octa (d), RuLi, TM layer (e), MnLi, tetra (g), MnLi, octa 

(h), and MnLi, TM layer (i). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be 

most stable. In b-i, Li ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Table 2.9. Bond length changes and bond order changes of dangling oxygen ions 

accompanying cation disordering in Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3. ICOOP(eF) is the integration 

of COOP up to the Fermi level, which has been known to be proportional to the bond 

order14,26.  

Disorder 

type 

Dangling 

bond 

Bond length (Å) ICOOP (eF) (a.u.) ∆ Bond 

length 

(Å) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) 

(a.u.) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (%) Moriginal 

site 

Mmigrated 

site 

Moriginal 

site 

Mmigrated 

site 

MnLi, 

tetra 

Ru-OA 1.90 1.65 0.23 0.47 -0.25 +0.24 +103.4 

Ru-OB 1.90 1.66 0.23 0.42 -0.24 +0.19 +79.0 

Ru-OC 1.89 1.65 0.23 0.45 -0.24 +0.22 +92.6 

Sum     -0.73 +0.65 +275.0 

MnLi, octa 

Ru-OA 1.90 1.67 0.23 0.43 -0.23 +0.19 +82.9 

Ru-OB 1.90 1.68 0.23 0.39 -0.22 +0.16 +66.9 

Ru-OC 1.89 1.66 0.23 0.44 -0.24 +0.21 +88.7 

Ru-OD 1.91 1.70 0.23 0.39 -0.21 +0.17 +74.6 

Sum     -0.90 +0.73 +313.0 

MnLi, TM 

layer 

Ru-OA 1.89 1.66 0.23 0.44 -0.24 +0.20 +86.4 

Ru-OB 1.89 1.66 0.23 0.46 -0.23 +0.23 +96.8 

Ru-OC 1.90 1.67 0.23 0.39 -0.23 +0.16 +66.2 

Ru-OD 1.90 1.71 0.23 0.38 -0.20 +0.14 +62.7 

Sum     -0.90 +0.73 +312.1 

RuLi, tetra 

Mn-OA 1.89 1.60 0.19 0.46 -0.29 +0.26 +135.6 

Mn-OB 1.94 1.61 0.15 0.42 -0.33 +0.27 +182.5 

Mn-OC 1.95 1.59 0.15 0.47 -0.36 +0.32 +216.3 

Sum     -0.62 +0.53 +318.1 

RuLi, octa 

Mn-OB 1.94 1.71 0.15 0.38 -0.23 +0.23 +151.5 

Mn-OC 1.95 1.64 0.15 0.38 -0.31 +0.23 +154.5 

OA-OD 2.75 1.32 -0.01 0.22 -1.43 +0.23 . 

RuLi, TM 

layer 

Mn-OA 1.94 1.8 0.16 0.32 -0.14 +0.16 +99.5 

Mn-OC 1.94 1.73 0.15 0.31 -0.21 +0.16 +104.3 

OB-OD 2.75 1.32 -0.01 0.22 -1.43 +0.23 . 
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T a b l e  2 . 10. Bader charge changes involved with cation disordering in 

Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3. Positive value means the loss of electron.   

Disorder type 
MnLi, 

tetra 
MnLi, octa 

MnLi, TM 

layer 
RuLi, tetra RuLi, octa 

RuLi, TM 

layer 

Dangling 

M-O 

bonds 

M-OA 

M +0.26 +0.52 +0.30 +0.05 . +0.02 

OA +0.21 +0.21 +0.14 +0.37 . +0.26 

M-OB 

M +0.26 +0.44 +0.29 +0.06 -0.01 . 

OB +0.13 +0.11 +0.18 +0.18 +0.15 . 

M-OC 

M-OD 

M +0.33 +0.46 +0.55 +0.05 +0.09 -0.03 

OC +0.21 +0.21 +0.16 +0.31 +0.38 +0.20 

OD . +0.11 +0.06 . . . 

Sum(∆BaderM) +0.85 +1.43 +1.15 +0.16 +0.08 -0.01 

Sum(∆BaderO) +0.55 +0.64 +0.54 +0.86 +0.53 +0.46 

O-O dimerization . . . . 
OA-OD 

: +1.95 

OB-OD 

: +1.29 

The other Ru ions in the cell -0.15 -0.37 -0.30 +0.17 -0.68 -0.56 

The other Mn ions in the cell -0.01 -0.17 -0.09 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 

The other O ions in the cell -1.24 -1.52 -1.30 -1.13 -1.82 -1.11 
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Figure 2.13. The in-plane Li-M arrangements and electronic structures of a, 

Li2Ru0.5Sn0.5O3, b, Li2Ir0.5Sn0.5O3, and c, Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3. Those electrodes belong to 

Mott-Hubbard systems. Li1/3M2/3 honeycomb arrangement was applied for these 

electrodes according to the previous reports14,60,62. For each material, various Ru/Sn, 

Ir/Sn, and Ni/Te in-plane arrangements were considered, respectively, and the most 

stable arrangements were selected. In common to the three materials, in the most 

stable arrangements, each metal component is arranged to form a regular triangular 

pattern. In these arrangements, each metal ion is surrounded by three Li ions and 

three foreign metal ions. On the right are the Fukui functions that visualize the charge 

density of electronic states near the Fermi level. Yellow and blue in the Fukui 

functions corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. We note that in 

COOP graphs, the signals of Sn-O and Te-O components are imperceptible near the 

Fermi level, indicating negligible Sn-O and Te-O hybridization.  
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Figure 2.14. COOPs calculated for M-O bands in a range of 1.5 ~ 2.4 Å. a, COOPs 

of M-O bonds present in Li2Ru0.5Sn0.5O3, Li2Ir0.5Sn0.5O3, and Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3. b, 

COOPs of M-O bonds present in Li2MnO3, Li2VO3, Li2RuO3, Li2IrO3, and Li2SnO3. 

The number of M-O bonds calculated in each of a and b is the same for each material. 

In a-b, COOPs of Sn-O and Te-O bonds are negligible in contrast to significant 

COOPs of other TM-O bonds. It indictaes that the orbital hybridizations between 

Sn/Te and O are very weak.  
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2.3.3 Reversibility and asymmetry of the oxygen redox  

Inspired by the distinct oxygen stabilization mechanisms involving the cation 

disorder, we attempted to investigate its consequences on the reversibility of the 

oxygen redox. Figure 2.15a schematically illustrates the potential alternation of DOS 

when involving the dynamic cation disorder in the charge and the following 

discharge. The charging of the pristine electrode via the oxygen redox would 

depopulate the degenerated O 2p NB states (left figure), which would exhibit a 

typical flat voltage profile6,8,10,17. However, the subsequent structural disordering that 

occurs at high hO eliminates this degeneracy and reorganizes the electronic structure. 

As depicted in figure 2.15a (right panel), the disorder induces the strong TM-O π 

hybridization, thus the empty M nd-O 2p π* states appear above the Fermi level. 

Accordingly, the following discharge would fill up the empty M nd-O 2p π* state 

rather than the original O 2p NB state, resulting in the redox asymmetry between 

charging and discharging, i.e., voltage hysteresis. Such redox asymmetry is also 

expected for the case with the O-O dimerization, where O-O π* states are generated 

above the Fermi level (figure 2.1d). It is believed that the redox asymmetry will be 

aggravated with the stronger TM-O and O-O hybridizations, since it determines the 

splitting of the states. While the shift of oxygen states was projected in previous 

studies simply with respect to the electrostatics16, our findings offer a more 

comprehensive picture revealing the systematic interplay involving the cation 

disorder, oxygen stabilization mechanism and the subsequent electronic structural 

change. 
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We presumed that the redox asymmetry and the resultant voltage hysteresis would 

be naturally mitigated if the original disorder-free structure is reversibly restored 

immediately upon the discharge9. However, the cation disordering in lithium-rich 

layered oxides is typically hysteretic12, and our previous studies on O3-type 

Li(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 electrode9,63 have also shown that the restoration of the TM 

disorder is easily jeopardized by the intra-layer TM migrations within the lithium 

layer. Likewise, figure 2.16 presents that the intra-layer Ru migration in the lithium 

layer is energetically feasible, making the recovery to the disorder-free structure 

difficult. The energy landscape of cation migration in Li0.5RuO3 exhibits that the 

multi-step Ru migrations are energetically down-hill process and inevitably retard 

the return of Ru ions, impeding the recovery of the original disorder-free structure.   

More importantly, the structural reversibility was found to be seriously undermined 

by the formation of the oxygen dimers. Our ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) 

calculations probing the oxygen dimer revealed that they can ‘freely’ migrate in the 

lattice and reproduce more oxygen dimers via catalytic reactions degrading the 

structure, as illustrated in figure 2.15b and c. The oxygen dimerization essentially 

accompanies the significant distortion in the bonding with the neighboring Mn, 

causing either the loss of Mn coordination with the dimer (figure 2.15b, left) or bond-

weakening between the two (figure 2.15c, left) in Li0.5MnO3 (see figure 2.17 for more 

details). In this case, a floating dimer could drift continuously, to our surprise, within 

a range of several MO6 octahedra sizes at 300 K as demonstrated in figure 2.15b and 

figure 2.18. More striking is that the diffusing dimer could rip off the lattice oxygen 
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by forming additional O-O bond (t = 2.35 ps), thereby catalytically promoting the 

formation of several more dimers (t = 100 ps) in figure 2.15b. It implies that even 

with the formation of a single oxygen dimer, its catalytic reproduction can rapidly 

degrade the structural integrity. Even in the case of the dimer that maintains a week 

coordination with Mn ion (figure 2.15c), the oxygen dimer could be readily 

decoordinated with Mn through the thermal vibrations at 300 K, after which it 

displayed a similar behavior to the floating dimers. We could further confirm that 

these phenomena are consistently observed for various environments of oxygen 

dimers in the electrode materials that contain the oxygen dimers (Detailed 

descriptions of oxygen dimer migrations are provided in figures 2.18-2.25). It 

suggests that although the oxygen dimerization effectively stabilizes the oxygen 

redox, it simultaneously provides the potential risk of penalizing the structural 

reversibility in the long run. This finding elucidates the recent experimental 

observations of the molecular O2 trapped inside the bulk structure of electrodes10,11, 

and rationalizes the phenomenon that the voltage decay becomes more predominant 

when the oxygen-redox electrode remains charged for a long time5. 
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Figure 2.15. Effects of bonding rearrangements and oxygen vacancy on 

electrochemical and structural reversibility. a, Schematic illustration of redox 

asymmetry that arises from cation disordering and consequent strong TM-O π 

hybridization. b-c, (left) Changes in O-O and Mn-O distances involved with MnLi, 

octa formation and concomitant oxygen dimerization in Li0.5MnO3, where the dimer 

type is the floating dimer(b), and edge dimer (c). (right) Snapshots of ab initio MD 

calculations at 300 K. In b and c, short oxygen dimers are highlighted by dashed 

ovals, and Li ions are omitted for clarity. d, VO formation energy according to hO of 

charged electrodes. Red and blue symbols correspond to charge-transfer systems and 

Mott-Hubbard systems, respectively. e, (left) Formation energy of cation disorders 

calculated for Li0.5RuO3 with or without VO. (right) VO formation energy calculated 

for Li0.5RuO3 with or without cationic disorders. After cation migration, A sites lose 
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Ru coordination, B sites retain it, and C sites obtain it. When MLi, tetra and VO in B or 

C sites exist together, the migrated metal ion returned to its original site during 

structural relaxation, indicating the instability of these combinations. Thus, the 

values of those combinations are not displayed.   
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Figure 2.16. (left) TM migration pathways that include out-of-plane TM migration 

from the TM layer (Aocta) to the lithium tetrahedral site (Btetra), and intra-layer TM 

migration within the Li layer (Btetra → Cocta → Dtetra → Eocta). (right) Energy landscape 

of TM migration calculated for the left trajectory in Li0.5RuO3. All possible next sites 

in each migration step were considered, and the most stable trajectory is presented 

here. 
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Figure 2.17. a-c, Bonding rearrangements involved with MnLi, octa formation and 

concomitant oxygen dimerization in Li0.5MnO3, where the dimer type is floating 

dimer and dangling dimer (a), bridge dimer (b), and edge dimer (c). For each dimer 

type, representative structures with the most stable Li configurations are shown in a-

c. Dimer classification is elaborated in Chapter 2.3.8. In d and e, we represented the 

values corresponding to points in figure 2.4b. d, O-O and Mn-O distances of O-O 

pairs. e, O-O ICOOP and Mn-O ICOOP of O-O pairs, where ICOOP is the 

integration of COOP up to the Fermi level. In d and e, the y value was measured for 
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one of the two oxygens with the longer minimum distance to Mn. a-d indicate that 

in terms of bond length, oxygen dimerization always entails some degree of Mn-O 

de-coordination. The extent of de-coordination is more pronounced in the cases of 

dangling dimer and floating dimer, where one or two oxygen atoms are fully de-

coordinated and O-O distances are shorter than those of edge dimer and bridge dimer. 

In terms of orbital hybridization also, the enhancement of O-O hybridization 

inevitably compromises Mn-O hybridization, as shown in e. 
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Figure 2.18. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 

structure describes the state where a floating dimer is produced with MnLi,octa 

formation in Li0.5MnO3 (figure 2.17a). Top and bottom panels correspond to views 

from the side and above, respectively. Large green spheres are Li ions. At the bottom 

of a-p, we presented the length and hapticity of short O-O pairs. 𝜂1 describes an 

oxygen pair in which one oxygen atom is coordinated with Mn. If denoted by 𝜂2 

and 𝜇, both oxygen atoms in O-O pair are coordinated with Mn. 𝜂2 describes a 

situation where two oxygen atoms are coordinated to the same manganese ion (edge 

dimer), whereas 𝜇  describes a situation where they are coordinated to different 

manganese ions (bridge dimer). Without specific notation, neither oxygen in O-O 

pair is coordinated with manganese. Below, we elaborated each step: 

a → b → c → d: Translation and rotation of floating dimer.  

d → e: One oxygen of the existing dimer is bonded to other lattice oxygen to form 

an oxygen trimer. 
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e → f: Dangling oxygen of the oxygen trimer is bonded to other lattice oxygen to 

form an oxygen tetramer. This tetramer connects MnO6 octahedra.  

f → g: O-O distances at two ends of the tetramer are shortened, and the length of 

intermediate O-O bond increases. 

g → h: As an extension of the previous step, the tetramer is separated into two 

dangling dimers. d(OA-OB) is 1.81 Å in h. 

h → i: Two dangling dimers lose their coordination with Mn and become floating 

dimers.  

i → j: Translation and rotation of two floating dimers. 

j → k: Similar to (d → f) process, OA and OC each combines with other lattice oxygen 

atoms to form a new tetramer. This tetramer connects two MnO6 octahedra.  

k → l: Similar to (f → h) process, the tetramer is separated into two dangling dimers. 

As a result, there are two floating dimers and one dangling dimer in l.  

l → m: All generated dimers become floating dimers.  

m → n → o → p: Continuous translation and rotation of floating dimers.  
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Figure 2.19. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 

structure describes the state where a dangling dimer is produced with MnLi,octa 

formation in Li0.5MnO3 (figure 2.17a). Top and bottom panels correspond to views 

from the side and above, respectively. Large green spheres are Li ions. At the bottom 

of a-n, we presented the length and hapticity of short O-O pairs. For the meaning of 
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hapticities, refer to the caption in figure 2.18. Below, we elaborated each step: 

a → b: Dangling dimer is de-coordinated and becomes a floating dimer.  

b → c: One oxygen of the existing dimer is bonded to other lattice oxygen to form 

an oxygen trimer. 

c → d: The terminal O-O bond of the trimer is cleaved, leaving a dangling dimer. 

The separated OB moves to form a new dangling dimer.  

d → e: Through the rotation of 𝜂1-OA-OC, OA-OE bond is newly formed. 

e → f: Similar to the previous step, OD-OF bond is newly formed through the rotation 

of 𝜂1-OB-OD. 

f → g: OB is separated from 𝜇-OB-OD-OF, leaving a dangling OD-OF, and moves to 

form a new bridge dimer, OB-OG. 

g → h: OD-OF dimer becomes the floating type.  

h → i: OA-OE bond is cleaved and OA-OC dimer is separated as a floating dimer. OE 

stays at its original lattice site. 

i → j: Similar to (b → c) process, one oxygen of OA-OC dimer is bonded to other 

lattice oxygen to form an oxygen trimer, 𝜂1-OH-OA-OC. 

j → k: Due to the rotation and translation of OH-OA-OC trimer, Mn-OH bond is 

cleaved and Mn-OC bond is newly formed.  

k → l → m → n: Continuous vibration of the generated dimers.   
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Figure 2.20. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 

structure describes the state where a bridge dimer is produced with MnLi,octa 

formation in Li0.5MnO3 (figure 2.17b). Top and bottom panels correspond to views 

from the side and above, respectively. Large green spheres are Li ions. At the bottom 

of a-l, we presented the length and hapticity of short O-O pairs. For the meaning of 

hapticities, refer to the caption in figure 2.18. Below, we elaborated each step: 

a → b: Bridge dimer is partially de-coordinated and becomes a dangling dimer.  

b → c: Dangling dimer is de-coordinated and becomes a floating dimer. 

c → d: One oxygen of the existing dimer is bonded to other lattice oxygen to form 

an oxygen trimer. 

d → e: The terminal oxygen of the existing dangling trimer is bonded to Mn to form 

a bridge trimer. 

e → f: Another dangling oxygen (OD) attracts oxygen from the upper TM slab (not 

shown) to form a dangling dimer, OD-OE. 

f → g: Another dangling oxygen (OF) in the supercell forms an oxygen trimer with 

OG in the same TM slab and OH that was in the upper TM slab. In this process, 

manganese ion, which lose its bond with OG, slightly moves downward (-z direction). 

g → h: Manganese ion, which slightly migrated in the previous step (denoted with 

dashed circle), moves closer to the Li layer. It can be seen as an intermediate process 

in which manganese ion migrates to the lithium tetrahedral site. 
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h → i: Manganese ion, which migrated in the previous steps, migrates a little further. 

In the meantime, OF is separated from 𝜇-OF-OG-OH, leaving a dangling OG-OH, and 

moves to form a new bridge dimer, OF-OI. 

i → j: Manganese ion that has been moving settles at the lithium tetrahedral site. 

Meanwhile, the coordination of dimers changes continuously.  

j → k → l: Continuous translation and rotation of the generated dimers.  
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Figure 2.21. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 
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structure describes the state where an edge dimer is produced with MnLi,octa formation 

in Li0.5MnO3 (figure 2.17c). Top and bottom panels correspond to views from the 

side and above, respectively. Large green spheres are Li ions. At the bottom of a-k, 

we presented the length and hapticity of short O-O pairs. For the meaning of 

hapticities, refer to the caption in figure 2.18. Below, we elaborated each step: 

a → b: Edge dimer is fully de-coordinated and becomes a floating dimer.  

b → c: The existing floating dimer moves slightly to become a dangling dimer. In 

the meantime, a new bridge dimer (OC-OD) is spontaneously generated through the 

drastic distortion of MnO6 octahedra. 

c → d: OA-OB dimer rotates around OA. OC-OD dimer is partially de-coordinated and 

becomes a dangling dimer. 

d → e: OA-OB dimer rotates further to restore the original MnO6 octahedra. However, 

compared to a, the positions of OA and OB are exchanged. 

e → f: OA-OB dimer moves upward (+z direction) and becomes a dangling dimer. 

And OC-OD dimer is fully de-coordinated.  

f → g: Another dangling oxygen (OE) in the supercell forms a bridge dimer with OF 

that is coordinated with MnLi, octa.  

g → h: OE-OF dimer rotates to become a dangling dimer. 

h → i: OE-OF dimer migrates, and then is coordinated to the same manganese ion as 

OA-OB dimer. This process will make it difficult for OE and OF to return to their 
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original positions. 

i→ j → k: Continuous translation and rotation of the generated dimers.  
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Figure 2.22. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 

structure is Li0.5MnO3 without any structural disorder. Even when the cation disorder 

was not imposed in the initial state, Mn migration and oxygen dimerization occurred 

spontaneously during the simulations. Large green spheres are Li ions. Below, we 

elaborated each step: 

a → b: In the absence of apparent cation migration, a significant number of Mn-O 

bonds are cleaved through the drastic distortion of MnO6 octahedra. In this process, 
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dangling oxygen ions are generated, and they form short oxygen dimers. In b, we 

marked the Mn coordination number of oxygen atoms forming oxygen dimer. 

b → c: Manganese ion naturally migrates to the Li layer during ab initio MD 

simulations. From this, additional oxygen dimers are derived (dashed oval). This 

result indicates that Mn migration is very spontaneous in Li0.5MnO3. 

c → d: Oxygen atoms in different TM slabs come close to each other to form a dimer 

(green dashed oval). Manganese ions coordinating with these oxygen atoms move 

closer to the Li layer.  

d → e: Spontaneous out-of-plane Mn migration is also observed in the other Li layer. 

As a result, there are a large number of oxygen dimers in the supercell.  
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Figure 2.23. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 
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structure describes the state where manganese ion is migrated along path A in 

Na0[Li0Mn0.8]O2 (figure 2.1c). Two edge dimers exist in this initial structure. Top and 

bottom panels correspond to views from the side and above, respectively. At the 

bottom of a-p, we presented the length and hapticity of short O-O pairs. For the 

meaning of hapticities, refer to the caption in figure 2.18. Below, we elaborated each 

step: 

a → b: Due to the thermal vibrations of two edge dimers, Mn-O distances become 

slightly longer. 

b → c: As an extension of the previous step, both dimers lose one Mn coordination 

each.  

c → d: OA-OB becomes a bridge dimer, and OC-OD becomes a dangling dimer.  

d → e: OA-OB becomes a dangling dimer. OC-OD is fully de-coordinated and moves 

to the Na layer. Manganese ion which lost two oxygen coordination in this process 

are slightly shifted upward (+z direction, dashed circle).   

e → f: Manganese ion which moved in the previous step migrates further, forming a 

weak covalent bond with manganese ion in the upper TM slab. In the meantime, OA-

OB becomes a floating dimer.   

f → g: Manganese ion which migrated in previous steps settles at the octahedral site. 

Although the initial structure was P3-type stacking, the local oxygen arrangement 

around this octahedral site is close to the “O” type. Thus, it can be said that some 

stacking faults are generated to allow Mn migration. In the meantime, OC-OD 
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becomes a dangling dimer.    

g → h: Dangling OC-OD attracts OE to form a dangling trimer. 

h → i: The dangling trimer rotates. 

i → j: The terminal O-O bond of the trimer is cleaved, leaving a dangling dimer. The 

separated OE forms a new floating dimer with OF that was in the lower TM slab.  

j → k: Floating OE-OF migrates to form a Mn-O bond with the lower TM slab. Since 

OE and OF have passed both TM and Na layers, it will be very difficult for them to 

return to their original positions. 

k → l → m → n → o → p: As the generated dimers move continuously, their Mn 

coordination states also change continuously. This process will make it difficult for 

oxygen atoms to return to their original positions.  
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Figure 2.24. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 

structure describes the state where an edge dimer is produced with MnLi,octa formation 

in Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 (figure 2.1b). Top and bottom panels correspond to views from 

the side and above, respectively. Large orange spheres are Mg ions. At the bottom of 

a-l, we presented the length and hapticity of short O-O pairs. For the meaning of 

hapticities, refer to the caption in figure 2.18. Below, we elaborated each step: 

a → b: Edge dimer is fully de-coordinated and becomes a floating dimer.  

b → c: One oxygen of the floating dimer is coordinated with Mn.  

c → d: The terminal oxygen of the existing dangling dimer forms a covalent bond 

with OC in the upper TM slab.  

d → e: OA-OC bond is cleaved again, leaving a dangling dimer. OC stays at its original 

site.  

e → f: OA-OB dangling dimer rotates to form OA-OD bond, producing a bridge trimer. 
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f → g: Mn-OD bond is cleaved, and the trimer becomes the dangling type.  

g → h: The terminal oxygen of the dangling trimer forms a covalent bond with OC 

in the upper TM slab, producing an oxygen tetramer.  

h → i: The tetramer is divided into two dangling dimers. Those oxygen atoms will 

be very difficult to return to their original positions.  

i → j → k → l: Continuous translation and rotation of the generated dimers.    
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Figure 2.25. Snapshots of ab initio MD calculations at 300 K, in which the initial 
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structure is Li0.5IrO3 without any structural disorder (a), and Li0.5IrO3 with IrLi, octa 

disorder (b). In both cases, the overall structure is well maintained during the 

simulation time. The lengths of the Ir-O and O-O bonds do not change significantly, 

and the minimum O-O distance in the supercell is well maintained in the range of 

2.30 ~ 2.40 Å. This means that even in the presence of cation disorder, the structure 

can be well maintained if short oxygen dimer is absent. Large green spheres are Li 

ions.  
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2.3.4 Anionic disorder and oxygen redox chemistry 

We further investigated the effect of the anionic disorders in the lithium-rich 

layered oxides on the redox chemistry. As a representative anionic disorder, the 

presence of the lattice oxygen vacancy (VO) was first validated. Figure 2.15d 

presents VO formation energies (Gf(VO)) of various oxygen-redox electrodes 

according to hO at charged states. It is interesting that Gf(VO) linearly decreases as 

hO of electrodes increases, indicating the feasibility of the anionic disorder in the 

charged electrodes (see Tables 2.11 and 2.12 for energetics of various state of 

charge). Such inverse relationship implies the efficacy of disordering particularly at 

charged states of oxygen redox, as systematically demonstrated for Li2-xMnO3 in 

figure 2.26. In figures 2.27-2.29, we plotted the effect of VO formation with respect 

to the local coordinations and electronic structure for Li2-xMO3 (M=Mn, Ru, and Ir). 

It reveals that the overall metal coordination does not undergo significant distortions 

or produce short covalent bonding such as TM-O and O-O bonds with < 1.7 Å, which 

is contrasts to the case of the cation disorders. Instead, VO formation simply 

accompanies the reduction in the octahedral symmetry of the adjacent TM ions. 

Correspondingly, it results in the localized defect states as indicated by grey shaded 

areas in the figures64,65, while the overall oxygen electronic structure did not alter 

significantly. Nonetheless, it was noted that the formation of the neutral vacancy 

contributed to the stabilization of oxygen redox by providing the extra charge held 

at the site. The charge analyses in Tables 2.13 and 2.14 present that after the onset 

of oxygen redox in each electrode, the substantial portion of charge left by VO was 
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shifted to the oxygen network, effectively lowering the overall hO in the oxygen 

redox.  

Considering the distinct effects of cation and anion disorders, we examined the 

mutual interactions of the two disorder types and their cumulative effects on the 

oxygen redox. The left panel of figure 2.15e plots how the presence of VO affects the 

formation of cation disorders in Li0.5RuO3. It clearly discloses that the formation of 

cation disorders is inhibited to some extent by the presence of VO in the neighboring 

environment. While the formation energies of RuLi, tetra, RuLi, octa, and RuLi, TM layer in 

the absence of VO are -0.30 eV, -0.33 eV, and -0.40 eV, respectively, they increase to 

0.09 eV, -0.16 eV, and 0.05 eV, respectively. The right panel of the figure depicts that 

the existence of cation disorder also impedes the anionic disorder, VO. The presence 

of RuLi, tetra, RuLi, octa, and RuLi, TM layer disorders increases the formation energy of VO 

from 0.16 eV to 0.55 eV, 0.34 eV, and 0.61 eV, respectively, indicating that cation 

and anion disorders mutually restrict their formation. It is attributable to the relation 

that each disorder partly stabilizes the oxidized oxygen, thus lessens the driving force 

for additional structural disordering.  

Given the significant electronic reorganization and structural irreversibility 

associated with cation disordering, we infer that the oxygen vacancy engineering 

could be a viable strategy to improve the reversibility of the oxygen redox if a small 

amount of VO is strategically doped and effectively prevents the cation disordering 

and the subsequent formation of dimers. It reconciles some counterintuitive 

experimental observations that the oxygen-deficient lithium-rich layered oxide 
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electrodes exhibited better energy retention than the oxygen-stoichiometric 

counterparts13,66. VO formation accompanies a slight decrease in the redox capacity, 

and thus it would be important to consider the trade-off, which warrants further study.  
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Table 2.11. VO formation energy of electrodes belonging to charge-transfer systems. 

Cation disorder is not considered here.   

 Li2MnO3 Li1.5MnO3 Li1MnO3 Li0.5MnO3 MnO3 

Gf(VO) (eV) +2.95 +0.40 +0.51 -1.47 -2.15 

 Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 Na0[Li0Mn0.8]O2 
Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]

O2 
Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 

Gf(VO) (eV) +2.40 -0.21 +3.03 -0.83 
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Table 2.12. VO formation energy of electrodes belonging to Mott-Hubbard systems. 

Cation disorder is not considered here. 

Gf(VO) (eV) 

x in Li2-xMO3  

x = 0 x = 0.5 x = 1.0 x = 1.5 

Li2-xIrO3 +3.00 +2.79 +3.01 +1.37 

Li2-xRuO3 +3.82 +2.88 +3.26 +0.16 

Li2-xRu0.5Mn0.5O3 +4.20 +3.21 +2.90 -0.20 

Li2-xIr0.5Sn0.5O3 +3.75 . +2.17 +0.11 

Li2-xRu0.5Sn0.5O3 +3.87 . +0.35 -0.87 

Li2-xNi0.5Te0.5O3 +3.71 . +1.01 . 
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Table 2.13. Bader charge changes involved with VO formation in charge-transfer 

systems. The ratio of each change to the total charge difference is presented.   

 Li2MnO3 Li0.5MnO3 Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 
Na0[Li0Mn0.8

]O2 
Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 

Sum(M) 59.0% 3.4% 29.3% -7.4% 42.9% 12.6% 

Two M ions 

neighboring 

VO 

45.2% -4.4% 39.2% 0.6% 39.5% -0.5% 

Sum(O) 41.0% 96.6% 70.7% 107.4% 57.1% 87.4% 

O ion 

 neighboring 

VO 

5.7% 21.1% 7.3% 8.3% 6.8% 14.9% 
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Table 2.14. Bader charge changes involved with VO formation in Mott-Hubbard 

systems. The ratio of each change to the total charge difference is presented.    

 
Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O

3 

Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O

3 
Li2IrO3 Li0.5IrO3 Li2RuO3 Li0.5RuO3 

Sum(M) 

Ni: 5.7% 

Te: 88.3% 

Ni: 20.7% 

Te: 0.0% 

88.2% 41.8% 87.5% 27.0% 

Two M ions 

neighboring VO 

Ni: 4.9% 

Te: 88.3% 

Ni: 9.6% 

Te: 0.0% 

81.9% 19.9% 77.6% 2.6% 

Sum(O) 6.0% 79.3% 11.8% 58.2% 12.5% 73.0% 

O ion 

 neighboring VO 

0.9% 17.1% -1.4% 10.6% -1.7% 12.0% 

 
Li2Ir0.5Sn0.5O

3 

Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5

O3 

Li2Ru0.5Mn0.

5O3 

Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5

O3 

Li2Ru0.5Sn0

.5O3 

Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.

5O3 

Sum(M) 91.4% 14.7% 

Ru: 33.9% 

Mn: 14.0% 

Ru: -1.3% 

Mn: 19.6% 

Ru: 30.5% 

Sn: 51.3% 

Ru: -32.5% 

Sn: 0.0% 

Two M ions 

neighboring VO 

Ir: 89.2% 

Sn: 0.0% 

Ir: -1.6% 

Sn: 0.0% 

Ru: 33.3% 

Mn: 20.3% 

Ru: -11.8% 

Mn: 8.7% 

Ru: 32.9% 

Sn: 51.3% 

Ru: 5.5% 

Sn: 0.0% 

Sum(O) 8.6% 85.3% 52.1% 81.7%  18.2% 132.5% 

O ion 

 neighboring VO 

-5.4% 0.9% 4.9% 11.8% -0.3% 21.4% 
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Figure 2.26. The relation between bader charge of extracted oxygen and Gf(VO) in 

Li2-xMnO3. Bader charge values, plotted on the x-axis, represent the electron gain of 

each oxygen compared to the neutral oxygen atom.  
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Figure 2.27. a, c, Local structure changes involved with VO formation in Li2MnO3 

(a) and Li0.5MnO3 (d). b, e, DOS of Li2MnO3 (b) and Li0.5MnO3 (e) without any 

structural disorder. c, f, Changes in electronic structure involved with VO formation 
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in Li2MnO3 (c) and Li0.5MnO3 (f). The uppermost panel is total DOS of the structure 

with VO, and the center and bottom panels show Mn pDOS and O pDOS before (OO) 

and after (VO) oxygen vacancy formation. Grey shaded areas indicate the defect 

states resulting from VO formation. The charge density plots of these defect states 

are presented at the bottom.  
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Figure 2.28. a, c, Local structure changes involved with VO formation in Li2RuO3 

(a) and Li0.5RuO3 (d). b, e, DOS of Li2RuO3 (b) and Li0.5RuO3 (e) without any 

structural disorder. c, f, Changes in electronic structure involved with VO formation 

in Li2RuO3 (c) and Li0.5RuO3 (f). The uppermost panel is total DOS of the structure 
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with VO, and the center and bottom panels show Ru pDOS and O pDOS before (OO) 

and after (VO) oxygen vacancy formation. Grey shaded areas indicate the defect 

states resulting from VO formation. The charge density plots of these defect states 

are presented at the bottom.  
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Figure 2.29. a, c, Local structure changes involved with VO formation in Li2IrO3 (a) 

and Li0.5IrO3 (d). b, e, DOS of Li2IrO3 (b) and Li0.5IrO3 (e) without any structural 

disorder. c, f, Changes in electronic structure involved with VO formation in Li2IrO3 

(c) and Li0.5IrO3 (f). The uppermost panel is total DOS of the structure with VO, and 
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the center and bottom panels show Ir pDOS and O pDOS before (OO) and after (VO) 

oxygen vacancy formation. Grey shaded areas indicate the defect states resulting 

from VO formation. The charge density plots of these defect states are presented at 

the bottom. 
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2.3.5 Theoretical voltage profiles considering structural disorder 

In figure 2.30a, we propose the types of voltage profiles for charge-transfer and 

Mott-Hubbard lithium-rich layered electrodes, when taking into account of various 

structural disorders and their effects on the redox mechanism. In the simple cationic 

redox materials with no structural disorder (e.g., Li2IrO3 and Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3), the 

charge and discharge profiles are similar with a small voltage hysteresis (I in figure 

2.30a)14,55,62, while there is no gain in the energy density from the oxygen redox. On 

the other hand, when the oxygen redox occurs to some extent during the charge 

process (II in figure 2.30a), as in the case of Mott-Hubbard Li2RuO3, the degeneracy 

of the oxygen lattice is lifted due to cation migrations at the end of the charge (point 

C2 in II), and the discharge profile becomes significantly altered. Since the cation 

disordering is only partially reversible, the structure of the discharged state (D2 in II) 

is distinct from the pristine structure, from which a voltage hysteresis arises. When 

the oxygen redox is further utilized with higher hO in Mott-Hubbard electrodes, such 

as Li0.5Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 and Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3, the VO formation and oxygen dimerization 

are sequentially promoted and combined with cation disordering (III in figure 2.30a). 

Therefore, the structural irreversibility is further accelerated and the voltage 

hysteresis is supposed to be intensified. In charge-transfer electrode systems (IV), 

the cation and anion disordering are highly spontaneous with depopulated O 2p NB 

states, such as Li0.5MnO3, and the formation of the short oxygen dimers is easily 

accelerated. In this case, the structural integrity becomes extremely vulnerable, and 

the energy density rapidly fades with cycling.  
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It is worthy of mentioning that some of the charge-transfer electrodes can manage 

to mitigate the formation of structural disorders during the initial cycles, suppressing 

the voltage depression. According to the literature, it was partially achieved in 

electrodes with P-type stacking such as Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 and Na2Mn3O7 by 

imposing structural constraints on out-of-plane cation migrations (figure 2.30b)41,67. 

Since large prismatic sites are typically unoccupiable by TM ion, the out-of-plane 

cation migrations were projected to be prohibited. Moreover, the unique ribbon-type 

or mesh-type TM orderings in TM layer were supposed to delay the in-plane TM 

migrations10,67, as demonstrated in figure 2.1c (path B), successfully suppressing the 

voltage fades during the first few cycles of these electrodes (point C5)50,67,68. 

Nonetheless, the in-plane cation migrations were eventually observed in these 

electrodes after prolonged cycling, (C5’ in the figure)10,68. Our calculations also 

verified that those cation disorders should be ultimately formed due to 

thermodynamic energy gain, and trigger the oxygen dimerization (figure 2.6), 

canceling out the structural merits offered by the P-type stacking. It suggests that it 

would be necessary to explore alternative oxygen stabilization mechanisms that can 

persist over long cycles for achieving the reversible oxygen utilization. 
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Figure 2.30. Voltage profiles considering structural disorders. a, (center) 

Calculated disorder formation energies, where Gf(MLi) corresponds to the lowest 

value among Gf(MLi, tetra), Gf(MLi, octa), and Gf(MLi, TM layer). If a compound has two 

metal components, the migration of both metals is considered. Red and blue symbols 

correspond to charge-transfer systems and Mott-Hubbard systems, respectively. In I-

IV, schematic illustrations of expected voltage profiles considering structural 

disorders are presented. b, Influence of structural constraints on voltage profiles. In 

a and b, P, C, and D correspond to the pristine, fully charged, and fully discharged 

state, respectively.  
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2.3.6 Electronic structure of electrodes 

Figure 2.31a presents the molecular orbital energy diagram of Li4M2-O octahedron, 

the basic unit of lithium-rich layered oxides. There is no significant Li(s,p)/O(s,p) 

orbital mixing along the Li-O-Li axis, and as a result, non-bonding oxygen (O 2p 

NB) states exist in proportion to the number of the Li-O-Li axis2. The details of the 

molecular orbital energy diagram are well described in previous literatures69,70. Of 

importance in the diagram is the energy of O 2p NB and M nd-O 2p t2g states that 

can participate in redox process (grey shaded region). According to the relative 

energy of O 2p NB and M nd-O 2p t2g states, electrode materials can be divided into 

charge-transfer systems and Mott-Hubbard systems26,71. In charge-transfer systems, 

O 2p NB states are located at the Fermi level, and thus will be immediately depleted 

upon charging (figure 2.31b). Electrodes such as Li2MnO3, Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2, and 

Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 correspond to this systems, as evidenced in figure 2.2. On the 

other hand, for Mott-Hubbard systems, M nd-O 2p t2g
*
 states lie at the Fermi level 

(figure 2.31c and 2.8). O 2p NB states lying below M nd-O 2p t2g
*
 states can be 

depleted in the high-voltage region of the charge52, or it can remain fully filled if M 

nd-O 2p t2g
*
 states compensate for the entire charging process14. The former case 

corresponds to the conventional charging process of Li2RuO3 (figure 2.9a) and 

Li2Ru0.5Mn0.5O3 (figure 2.12a), and the latter includes that of Li2IrO3 (figure 2.10a) 

and Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3 (figure 2.38a).   
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Figure 2.31. a, The molecular orbital energy diagram of Li4M2-O octahedron, which 

constitutes lithium-rich layered oxides Li2MO3. The number of each molecular 

orbital is normalized per oxygen. Blue and red color in the bars indicates the 

contribution of metal and oxygen, respectively. Note that each hybridized orbital is 

labeled according to the labeling of corresponding orbital in conventional layered 

oxides, LiMO2 (t1u, a1g, eg, and t2g). Strictly, the point symmetry of Li4M2-O 

octahedron (C2v) requires a different orbital labeling69. b-c, Predictions for the 

electronic reshuffling of TM-O bond involved with cation disordering in charge-

transfer systems (b) and Mott-Hubbard systems (c). d, (left) Schematic illustration 

of O-O dimerization process during the charging and subsequent cation disordering. 

(right) The transition of the oxygen electronic structure from oxide ion O2-, to 

peroxide (O2)2-, superoxide (O2)1-, and gaseous oxygen O2.  
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2.3.7 Effects of metal-oxygen decoordination on the electronic 

structure 

As explained in the manuscript, cation disordering can lead to strong TM-O 

hybridization and/or O-O hybridization (figures 2.1 and 2.7). Assuming an electrode 

with Li-M honeycomb ordering in the TM layer, each oxygen is equally coordinated 

with two TM ions, as shown in the left of figure 2.31b-c. In this case, considering O 

2p−M (n+1)s/(n+1)p/nd eg hybridization first, the remaining number of O 2p orbitals 

is equal to that of M nd t2g orbitals69,72. O 2p orbitals and M nd t2g orbitals cannot 

form σ-type hybridization, but form π-type hybridization69,72. This π-hybridization is 

typically negligibly weak when TM-O bond is longer than 1.8 Å8, so hybridized O 

2p states and M nd-O 2p t2g states retain a ‘non-bonding’ characteristic. This is why 

oxygen state that participated only in very weak π-hybridization is often called 

‘unhybridized’, or ‘non-bonding’, or ‘orphanded’ O 2p state. Such oxygen state is 

denoted as O 2p NB state in our manuscript.  

Meanwhile, if oxygen loses one metal coordination due to cation disordering, the 

number of metal orbitals that can hybridize with oxygen is halved. It means that the 

number of O 2p orbitals remaining without participating in O 2p−M 

(n+1)s/(n+1)p/nd eg hybridization is doubled, as described in the right of figure 

2.31b-c. Whereas the number of M nd t2g orbitals is naturally halved. Due to the 

quantitative imbalance between the remaining O 2p orbitals and M nd t2g orbitals, 

some of O 2p orbitals will be hardly hybridized with M nd t2g orbitals and remain as 
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nearly complete non-bonding states (O 2p NB). Simultaneously, M nd t2g orbitals 

and the same amount of O 2p orbitals will be hybridized to form M nd-O 2p π and 

π*states. That is, metal-oxygen orbital hybridization of dangling oxygen is likely to 

generate O 2p NB, and M nd-O 2p π/π*states (figure 2.31b-c). The dominance of M 

and O character in M nd-O 2p π/π*states would be determined by the relative energy 

of intact O 2p and M nd t2g orbitals. We note that the splitting to those three states is 

independent of the length of the TM-O bond and is derived from the quantitative 

imbalance between M and O orbitals. If TM-O π-hybridization is weak, the energy 

gaps between O 2p NB and M nd-O 2p π/π* states will be small, and in practice, their 

energy ranges will partially overlap. However, we find that the metal-oxygen de-

coordination can induce the shortening of dangling TM-O bonding, indicative of the 

improvement of TM-O π-hybridization. In that case, the extent of π/π* splitting would 

be significant, and O 2p NB and M nd-O 2p π/π* states will become distinguishable 

in DOS. The observations of the electronic structure of dangling TM-O bonds 

(figures 2.7c-d, 2.4-2.6, 2.9-2.10, and 2.12) validate our theory for the electronic 

reshuffling involved with cation disordering.  
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2.3.8 Types of oxygen dimer 

We generated 300 Li-vacancy orderings for Li0.5MnO3 with single MLi, tetra, MLi, octa, 

and MLi, TM layer disorder, respectively, using the enumeration technique35, and 

performed DFT calculations for the generated structures. For the 50 most stable 

configurations of each case, the disorder formation energies are presented in figure 

2.4b. Depending on Li-vacancy configurations, various types of oxygen dimer are 

spontaneously formed during structural relaxation. We classified the dimer type 

according to the Mn coordination of dimers, and named them in the light of relevant 

literatures27,73. In this process, the Li coordination was not considered. Dimer types 

are defined as follows: 

(1) Edge dimer: Two oxygen ions are coordinated with the same metal ion. Thus, the 

edge dimer belongs entirely to single MO6 octahedron. (figure 2.4c, f, and j) 

(2) Bridge dimer: The bridge dimer connects two MO6 octahedra. (figure 2.4g, and 

k) 

(3) Dangling dimer: One oxygen ion is coordinated with at least one metal ion, 

whereas the other O ion is not coordinated with metal ion at all. (figure 2.4d, and 

h) 

(4) Floating dimer: Neither oxygen atoms of the dimer are coordinated with metal at 

all. (figure 2.4e, and i) 

(5) 𝜇 -O3 dimers: There are the cases in which two dimers are generated and 
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connected to form an oxygen trimer. Among them, the case where oxygen ions 

at opposite ends are bonded to different metal ions is named 𝜇 -O3 dimers. 

Accordingly, 𝜇-O3 dimers connect two MnOx polyhedra. (figure 2.4l) 

(6) 𝜂1 -O3 dimers: If one end oxygen of 𝜇 -O3 dimers is not coordinated with 

manganese ion, it is named 𝜂1-O3 dimers. (figure 2.4m) 

(7) Multiple dimers: This is the case where two or more dimers described above are 

simultaneously formed. (figure 2.4n) 

Figure 2.4b shows that a series of structural transformations which involves the 

cation migration and concomitant oxygen dimerization are thermodynamically 

spontaneous on the whole in Li0.5MnO3. This is consistent with previous theoretical 

studies27,74,75, and supports experimental observations of Mn migration in charged 

Li2MnO3
76,77. On the other hand, there are also cases where oxygen dimer is not 

generated even after cation migration (‘No dimer’ in figure 2.4b). It is notable that 

the energies of structures without oxygen dimer are considerably higher than those 

of structures with dimer on the whole. It indicates the stabilizing effects imparted by 

the formation of oxygen-oxygen covalent bonding. Figure 2.4c-k represents the 

changes in the electronic structure of oxygen involved with O-O dimerization and 

Mn-O π hybridization due to cation disordering. Electronic structures are provided 

for all observed combinations of cation disorder (MLi, tetra, MLi, octa, and MLi, TM layer) 

and dimer type. Note that even when the length of dangling Mn-O bond is not 

significantly reduced (eg. d(Mn-O) = 1.81 Å in figure 2.4f and j), the oxygen states 
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is divided into Mn 3d-O 2p π/π* and O 2p NB states after Mn migration due to the 

Mn-O de-coordination itself, as explained in Chapter 2.3.7. But in those cases, 

COOP intensity of Mn 3d-O 2p π* states is insignificant compared with that of short 

Mn-O bonds (d(Mn-O) < 1.7 Å).  
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2.3.9 Cation migration in Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 and 

Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 

Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2 electrodes have known to have P3-type structure (AABBCC 

oxygen stacking, R3m space group)41,78,79 or P2-type structure (AABB oxygen 

stacking, P63/mmc space group)10,80,81. We performed DFT calculations on the 

former structure.  For the pristine Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2, we designated the most stable 

Na-vacancy configuration in the sodium layers. And Li1/5Mn4/5 ribbon arrangement 

is applied for the TM layers in accordance with the previous reports (figure 2.2b). In 

depicting the charged phase, the P3 stacking is maintained according to the 

experimental results that the global oxygen sequence is preserved78, and Li ions are 

also extracted from the supercell because most of Li ions are permanently extracted 

into the electrolyte after long cycles in which the cation migration can occur41. It is 

noteworthy that appreciable amounts of stacking faults exist in the charged sample78, 

and the effects of stacking faults on cation disordering warrant further study. Figure 

2.6a compares the electronic structures of the pristine phase and the charged phase 

without any structural disorder. It indicates that in the absence of structural disorder, 

the charge process is compensated only by the depopulation of O 2p NB states. 

Due to the considerable size mismatch between manganese ion and large prismatic 

sites, out-of-plane Mn migration to the Na layer is expected to be energetically 

penalized, and neutron diffraction analyses confirmed the absence of out-of-plane 

Mn migration78. Therefore, only in-plane cation migration was considered for the 

charged phase of Na0.6[Li0.2Mn0.8]O2. We addressed various possible in-plane Mn 
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migration pathways as shown in figure 2.6b. Basically, there are cases in which one 

manganese ion migrates, as in path 1 (figure 2.6c) and path 2 (figure 2.6f). In the 

case of path 1, two vacant sites are adjacent and two dangling oxygen ions are 

generated. As a result, two short dimers (1.36 Å and 1.38 Å) are formed after 

structural relaxation (figure 2.6c). On the other hand, vacancy cluster and dangling 

oxygen are not generated when Mn migrates through path 2. In this case, a short 

oxygen dimer is not formed (figure 2.6f). We also considered the cases in which 

several manganese ions move collectively to form a large vacancy cluster. If two 

manganese ions move sequentially along the path 3, three vacant sites are gathered, 

generating 4 dangling oxygen ions (figure 2.6d). More extremely, if four manganese 

ions migrate sequentially as in path 4, four vacant sites are gathered, producing four 

dangling oxygen ions and two fully de-coordinated oxygen ions (figure 2.6e). These 

collective movements certainly lead to the oxygen dimerization, although they are 

expected to be more difficult to occur compared to single Mn hopping. The oxygen 

dimerization originated from the vacancy clustering was also verified in DFT 

calculations for Na0.75[Li0.25Mn0.75]O2 by House et al10. 

Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 electrodes have also reported to have P3-type structure42 or P2-

type structure24,79,82. Na0.67[Mg0.28Mn0.72]O2 electrodes of similar composition have 

also been studied a lot83-86. We performed the calculations on P3-

Na2/3[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 electrode. For the pristine state, Mg1/3Mn2/3 honeycomb 

arrangement was applied for the TM layers following the previous reports42, and Na-

vacancy configuration was optimized to be most stable (figure 2.2c). To describe the 
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charged phase, we fully desodiated the supercell while leaving all Mg ions according 

to the previous report that Mg2+ with low mobility is scarcely extracted from the 

electrode even at very high voltage (5 V vs. Na+/Na)85. In addition, the O3 stacking 

was applied for the charged phase based on the report that the lattice oxygen stacking 

sequence is irreversibly converted from P3 to O3 stacking after charging42. We 

selected the most stable Mg-vacancy configuration in the charged phase considering 

all octahedral and tetrahedral sites in the alkali metal layers and vacant sites in the 

TM layers. In consequence, the configuration where all Mg ions are in the tetrahedral 

sites of the alkali metal layers is calculated to be most stable. The electronic 

structures of the pristine and charged phase without any structural disorder are 

compared in figure 2.5a. And figure 2.5b shows that the meaningful bonding 

contraction is possible only after oxygen ions are de-coordinated. We calculated the 

effects of MnNa, tetra, MnNa, octa, and MnMg, TM layer disorders in O3-Na0[Mg1/3Mn2/3]O2 

phase. In each case, Mg-vacancy configuration is re-optimized, and the properties of 

the most stable structures are provided in figure 2.5b-e. 
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2.3.10 Effects of metal substitution on bond rearrangements 

We investigated the effects of cation disordering in Li2Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 and 

Li2Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 whose in-plane cation orderings are displayed in figure 2.13. In the 

designated most stable Ru/Sn and Ir/Sn orderings, Ru and Ir migration produce three 

or four dangling Sn-O bonds. During structural relaxation of Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 with 

RuLi disorder and Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 with IrLi disorder, short oxygen dimers were 

naturally generated (figures 2.32 and 2.33). And those cation migration and 

concomitant oxygen dimerization were predicted to be thermodynamically 

spontaneous except for IrLi, TM layer disorder. 

On the other hand, it has been known that metal ions with fully filled or completely 

emptied d shells (d0, d10) are prone to migrate in lithium layered oxides due to their 

zero crystal field splitting87,88. We also calculated Sn migration in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 

(figure 2.34) and Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 (figure 2.35). In the designated most stable Ru/Sn 

and Ir/Sn orderings, Sn migration generates only Ru-O or Ir-O dangling bonds. 

During the relaxation of structures with Sn disorder, a short oxygen dimer (< 1.7 Å) 

was not formed, and dangling oxygens are stabilized only by TM-O π hybridization. 

The comparison of this result with abovementioned Ru/Ir migration situations 

suggests that the presence of non-directional dangling bonds is one of the 

prerequisites of oxygen dimerization. In order to create a situation in which dangling 

Sn-O bonds are generated with Sn migration, we also considered metastable Ru/Sn 

ordering in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 (figure 2.36) and metastable Ir/Sn ordering in 

Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 (figure 2.37). These orderings are within the 25 meV per atom of the 
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global minimum. For those cases, it was found that short oxygen dimers can be 

formed with Sn migration through the rotation of Sn-O bonds. This result indicates 

that the type of dangling bonds, not the type of migrating metal ion, is important in 

determining the nature of bonding rearrangements. 

 Interestingly, Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3 electrode has known to exhibit very small voltage 

hysteresis unlike Sn-substituted Li2RuO3 and Li2IrO3 systems62,89. The major 

difference of Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3 electrode with other lithium-rich electrodes is that their 

charging process does not employ oxygen redox. The conventional charging process 

of Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3 electrode, 2-4.6 V (vs. Li/Li+), utilizes only half of Li62. Thus, the 

Li+ removal is entirely charge compensated by Ni2+/4+ redox and O 2p NB states are 

not depopulated (figure 2.38a). Therefore, bonding rearrangements are insignificant 

in Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O even if dangling Te-O bonds appear with cation migration because 

oxygen states do not need to be stabilized (figure 2.38b-e). 
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Figure 2.32. a, Bonding rearrangements involved with charging and RuLi, octa 

formation in Li2-xRu0.5Sn0.5O3. Dangling oxygen ions formed with cation migration 

are colored green. b-d, Bonding arrangements and corresponding electronic 

structures calculated for Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 with RuLi, tetra (b), RuLi, octa (c), and RuLi, TM 

layer (d). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable. In 

a-d, Li ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Figure 2.33. a, Bonding rearrangements involved with charging and IrLi, octa 

formation in Li2-xIr0.5Sn0.5O3. Dangling oxygen ions formed with cation migration 

are colored green. b-d, Bonding arrangements and corresponding electronic 

structures calculated for Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 with IrLi, tetra (b), IrLi, octa (c), and IrLi, TM layer 
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(d). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable. In a-d, 

Li ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Table 2.15. Bond length changes and bond order changes of dangling oxygen ions 

accompanying Ru migration in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 and Ir migration in Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3. 

ICOOP(eF) is the integration of COOP up to the Fermi level, which has been known 

to be proportional to the bond order14,26. 

Materials 
Disorder 

type 

Covalent 

bond 

Bond length (Å) ICOOP (eF) (a.u.) ∆ 

Bond 

length 

(Å) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) 

(a.u.) 
Moriginal 

site 
Mmigrated 

site 
Moriginal 

site 
Mmigrated 

site 

Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 

RuLi, tetra 
OA-OB 2.78 1.37 -0.01 0.17 -1.41 0.18 

OB-OC 2.78 1.37 -0.01 0.17 -1.41 0.17 

RuLi, octa 

OA-OB 2.78 1.45 -0.01 0.13 -1.33 +0.13 

Sn-OC 2.09 2.05 0.12 0.14 -0.04 +0.03 

Sn-OD 2.11 2.00 0.11 0.17 -0.11 +0.06 

RuLi, TM 

layer 

OA-OD 2.73 1.33 -0.01 0.20 -1.40 +0.21 

Sn-OB 2.09 2.02 0.12 0.16 -0.07 +0.05 

Sn-OC 2.09 2.00 0.11 0.19 -0.08 +0.07 

Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 

IrLi, tetra 
OA-OB 2.79 1.24 -0.01 0.26 -1.56 0.27 

Sn-OC 2.1 2.14 0.11 0.12 0.03 0.01 

IrLi, octa 
OA-OB 2.76 1.34 -0.01 0.19 -1.42 +0.20 

OC-OD 2.82 1.36 -0.01 0.17 -1.45 +0.18 

IrLi, TM 

layer 

OB-OD 2.76 1.34 -0.01 0.19 -1.42 +0.20 

Sn-OA 2.10 1.94 0.11 0.21 -0.16 +0.10 

Sn-OC 2.10 1.92 0.11 0.22 -0.18 +0.11 
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Table 2.16. Bader charge changes involved with Ru migration in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 

and Ir migration in Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3. Positive value means the loss of electron. 

Disorder type 

Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 Li0.5 Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 

RuLi, tetra RuLi, octa 
RuLi, TM 

layer 
IrLi, tetra IrLi, octa 

IrLi, TM 

layer 

Oxygen 

dimerizat

ion 

O-O . 
OA-OB: 

+0.77 

OA-OD: 

+1.44 

OA-OB: 

+2.55 

OA-OB: 

+1.39 OB-OD: 

+1.39 OC-OD: 

+1.20 

𝜇-O3 

OA-OB-

OC: 
+2.75 

. . . . . 

Dangling 

Sn-O 

bonds 

Sn-OA 
Sn 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

0.00 

OA -0.34 

Sn-OB 
Sn 0.00 

. 
OB -0.06 

Sn-OC 

 

Sn-OD 

Sn 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

OC -0.30 -0.11 +0.12 -0.37 

OD -0.65 . . . 

The other O ions in the cell -2.62 -0.29 -1.30 -1.85 -1.52 -0.22 

All Ru/Ir ions in the cell -0.04 +0.58 +0.04 -0.56 -1.07 -0.47 

All Sn ions in the cell -0.10 -0.11 0.00 -0.25 0.00 0.00 
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Figure 2.34. a, Bonding rearrangements involved with charging and SnLi, octa 

formation in Li2-xRu0.5Sn0.5O3. Dangling oxygen ions formed with cation migration 

are colored green. b-d, Bonding arrangements and corresponding electronic 

structures calculated for Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 with SnLi, tetra (b), SnLi, octa (c), and SnLi, TM 
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layer (d). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable. In 

a-d, Li ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Figure 2.35. a, Bonding rearrangements involved with charging and SnLi, octa 

formation in Li2-xIr0.5Sn0.5O3. Dangling oxygen ions formed with cation migration 

are colored green. b-d, Bonding arrangements and corresponding electronic 

structures calculated for Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 with SnLi, tetra (b), SnLi, octa (c), and SnLi, TM layer 
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(d). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable. In a-d, 

Li ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Table 2.17. Bond length changes and bond order changes of dangling oxygen ions 

accompanying Sn migration in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 and Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3. ICOOP(eF) is 

the integration of COOP up to the Fermi level, which has been known to be 

proportional to the bond order14,26. 

Materials 

Disor

der 

type 

Dangli

ng 

bond 

Bond length (Å) ICOOP (eF) (a.u.) ∆ Bond 

length 

(Å) 

∆ICOO

P (eF) 

(a.u.) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (%) Snorigi

nal site 

Snmigrate

d site 

Snorigina

l site 

Snmigrate

d site 

Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0

.5O3 

SnLi, 

tetra 

Ru-OA 1.85 1.66 0.28 0.45 -0.19 +0.17 +61.6 

Ru-OB 1.9 1.66 0.19 0.4 -0.24 +0.20 +103.9 

Ru-OC 1.83 1.65 0.29 0.43 -0.18 +0.14 +50.1 

Sum     -0.61 +0.52 +215.6 

SnLi, 

octa 

Ru-OA 1.85 1.66 0.28 0.42 -0.19 +0.14 +50.9 

Ru-OB 1.9 1.67 0.19 0.37 -0.23 +0.18 +91.0 

Ru-OC 1.83 1.66 0.29 0.43 -0.17 +0.14 +49.2 

Ru-OD 1.85 1.7 0.28 0.38 -0.15 +0.10 +36.6 

Sum     -0.74 +0.56 +227.7 

SnLi, 

TM 

layer 

Ru-OA 1.83 1.66 0.29 0.41 -0.17 +0.12 +42.0 

Ru-OB 1.83 1.66 0.29 0.43 -0.17 +0.15 +51.8 

Ru-OC 1.9 1.67 0.19 0.37 -0.24 +0.18 +92.7 

Ru-OD 1.9 1.68 0.19 0.38 -0.22 +0.19 +96.3 

Sum     -0.80 +0.63 +282.8 

Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5

O3 

SnLi, 

tetra 

Ir-OA 1.94 1.72 0.24 0.42 -0.22 +0.18 +77.0 

Ir-OB 1.94 1.76 0.24 0.34 -0.18 +0.10 +43.5 

Ir-OC 1.94 1.71 0.24 0.4 -0.22 +0.16 +64.6 

Sum     -0.62 +0.44 +185.1 

SnLi, 

octa 

Ir-OA 1.94 1.74 0.24 0.38 -0.20 +0.14 +60.5 

Ir-OB 1.94 1.79 0.24 0.3 -0.16 +0.06 +26.5 

Ir-OC 1.94 1.73 0.24 0.39 -0.21 +0.15 +62.1 

Ir-OD 1.94 1.8 0.24 0.3 -0.14 +0.07 +27.8 

Sum     -0.70 +0.42 +177.0 

SnLi, 

TM 

layer 

Ir-OA 1.94 1.76 0.24 0.38 -0.18 +0.13 +55.8 

Ir-OB 1.94 1.74 0.24 0.36 -0.20 +0.12 +50.5 

Ir-OC 1.94 1.81 0.24 0.28 -0.13 +0.05 +19.2 

Ir-OD 1.94 1.77 0.24 0.33 -0.17 +0.09 +36.7 

Sum     -0.68 +0.39 +162.2 
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Table 2.18. Bader charge changes involved with Sn migration in Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 

and Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3. Positive value means the loss of electron. 

Dangling TM-O bonds 

Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 Li0.5 Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 

SnLi, tetra SnLi, octa 
SnLi, TM 

layer 
SnLi, tetra SnLi, octa 

SnLi, TM 

layer 

Dangling 

TM-O 

bonds 

Ru/Ir-

OA 

Ru/Ir +0.11 +0.36 +0.15 +0.26 +0.32 +0.19 

OA +0.37 +0.39 +0.35 +0.54 +0.61 +0.38 

Ru/Ir-

OB 

Ru/Ir +0.09 +0.09 +0.10 +0.28 +0.11 +0.22 

OB +0.46 +0.40 +0.34 +0.51 +0.50 +0.43 

Ru/Ir-

OC 

 

Ru/Ir-

OD 

Ru/Ir +0.16 +0.38 +0.35 +0.28 +0.37 +0.16 

OC +0.37 +0.39 +0.53 +0.53 +0.57 +0.36 

OD . +0.28 +0.48 . +0.52 +0.48 

Sum(Dangling 

M) 
+0.36 +0.83 +0.60 +0.82 +0.80 +0.57 

Sum(Dangling 

O) 
+1.19 +1.46 +1.71 +1.57 +2.21 +1.65 

The other Ru/Ir ions in the 

cell 
+0.71 +0.41 +0.46 -0.21 -0.46 -0.16 

The other O ions in the cell -2.21 -2.70 -2.77 -2.13 -2.54 -2.06 

All Sn ions in the cell -0.06 0.00 0.00 -0.06 0.00 0.00 
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Figure 2.36. We exchanged one Ru and one Sn in the most stable Ru/Sn ordering of 

Li2Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 (figure 2.13a), so that a Sn ion is surrounded by three Sn ions. This 

arrangement is only 9.05 meV per atom unstable than the most stable arrangement. 

For Li0.5Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 with this modulated Ru/Sn arrangement, the effects of Sn 

migration were calculated and presented in a-c. a-c, Bonding rearrangements and 

electronic reshuffling involved with SnLi, tetra (a), SnLi, octa (b), and SnLi, TM layer (c) 

disordering. For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable, 

and Li ions are omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 2.37. We exchanged one Ir and one Sn in the most stable Ir/Sn ordering of 

Li2Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 (figure 2.13b), so that a Sn ion is surrounded by three Sn ions. This 

arrangement is only 4.53 meV per atom unstable than the most stable arrangement. 

For Li0.5Ir0.5Sn0.5O3 with this modulated Ir/Sn arrangement, the effects of Sn 

migration were calculated and presented in a-c. a-c, Bonding rearrangements and 

electronic reshuffling involved with SnLi, tetra (a), SnLi, octa (b), and SnLi, TM layer (c) 

disordering. For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable, 

and Li ions are omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 2.38. a, DOS of Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3 and Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3 without any structural 

disorder. Their in-plane Ni/Te ordering is represented in figure 2.13c. (Inset) The 

positive and negative Fukui functions that visualize the charge density of electronic 

states just above and below the Fermi level, respectively. Yellow and blue 

corresponds to negative and positive changes, respectively. DOS and the Fukui 
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functions indicate in common that the delithiation from Li2Ni0.5Te0.5O3 to 

Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3 is entirely charge compensated by the depopulation of Ni 3d-O 2p eg
* 

states, corresponding to Ni2+/4+ redox. b, Bonding rearrangements involved with 

charging and NiLi, octa formation in Li2-xNi0.5Te0.5O3. Dangling oxygen ions formed 

with cation migration are colored green. c-e, Bonding arrangements and 

corresponding electronic structures calculated for Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3 with NiLi, tetra (c), 

NiLi, octa (d), and NiLi, TM layer (e). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized 

to be most stable. Note that the formation energies of these cation disorders are very 

positive, and thus the amount of cation disorder in Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3 will be negligible 

in practice. In b-e, Li ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Figure 2.39. a, Bonding rearrangements involved with charging and TeLi, octa 

formation in Li2-xNi0.5Te0.5O3. Dangling oxygen ions formed with cation migration 

are colored green. b-d, Bonding arrangements and corresponding electronic 

structures calculated for Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3 with TeLi, tetra (b), TeLi, octa (c), and TeLi, TM layer 
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(d). For each case, the Li-vacancy ordering was optimized to be most stable. Note 

that the formation energies of these cation disorders are very positive, and thus the 

amount of cation disorder in Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3 will be negligible in practice. In a-d, Li 

ions are omitted for clarity.  
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Table 2.19. Bond length changes and bond order changes of dangling oxygen ions 

accompanying cation migration in Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3. ICOOP(eF) is the integration of 

COOP up to the Fermi level, which has been known to be proportional to the bond 

order14,26. 

Disorder 
type 

Dangling 
bond 

Bond length (Å) ICOOP (eF) (a.u.) ∆ Bond 

length 

(Å) 

∆ICOOP 

(eF) (a.u.) Moriginal site Mmigrated site Moriginal site Mmigrated site 

NiLi, tetra 

Te-OA 1.96 1.88 0.14 0.19 -0.08 +0.05 

Te-OB 1.97 1.89 0.14 0.19 -0.08 +0.05 

Te-OC 1.94 1.87 0.14 0.19 -0.07 +0.05 

NiLi, octa 

Te-OA 1.96 1.89 0.14 0.18 -0.07 +0.03 

Te-OB 1.97 1.89 0.14 0.18 -0.07 +0.04 

Te-OC 1.94 1.89 0.14 0.17 -0.05 +0.03 

Te-OD 1.96 1.91 0.14 0.17 -0.05 +0.02 

NiLi, TM 

layer 

Te-OA 1.94 1.87 0.14 0.19 -0.07 +0.05 

Te-OB 1.94 1.87 0.14 0.19 -0.07 +0.05 

Te-OC 1.97 1.84 0.14 0.22 -0.12 +0.08 

Te-OD 1.97 1.90 0.14 0.17 -0.07 +0.03 

TeLi, tetra 

Ni-OA 1.87 1.81 0.18 0.21 -0.06 +0.02 

Ni-OB 1.91 1.82 0.16 0.17 -0.09 +0.01 

Ni-OC 1.86 1.78 0.18 0.2 -0.09 +0.02 

TeLi, octa 

Ni-OA 1.87 1.78 0.18 0.19 -0.09 +0.01 

Ni-OB 1.91 1.82 0.16 0.17 -0.09 +0.01 

Ni-OC 1.86 1.77 0.18 0.19 -0.09 +0.004 

Ni-OD 1.87 1.82 0.18 0.14 -0.04 -0.04 

TeLi, TM 

layer 

Ni-OA 1.87 1.79 0.18 0.19 -0.08 +0.01 

Ni-OB 1.87 1.77 0.18 0.19 -0.09 +0.01 

Ni-OC 1.91 1.78 0.16 0.17 -0.13 +0.02 

Ni-OD 1.91 1.8 0.16 0.15 -0.11 -0.005 
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Ta b l e  2 . 2 0 . Bader charge changes involved with cationic disordering in 

Li1Ni0.5Te0.5O3. Positive value means the loss of electron. 

Dangling 

bonds 

Ni migration 
Dangling 

bonds 

Te migration 

NiLi, tetra NiLi, octa 
NiLi, TM 

layer 
TeLi, tetra TeLi, octa 

TeLi, TM 

layer 

Te-OA 
Te 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ni-

OA 

Ni -0.11 -0.07 -0.11 

OA -0.22 -0.10 -0.11 OA +0.97 +0.76 +0.73 

Te-OB 
Te 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ni-

OB 

Ni -0.10 -0.07 -0.06 

OB -0.27 -0.20 -0.13 OB +0.71 +0.77 +0.79 

Te-OC 

 

Te-OD 

Te 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ni-

OC 

 

NI-

OD 

Ni -0.02 -0.02 -0.05 

OC -0.18 -0.02 -0.24 OC +0.97 +0.74 +0.75 

OD . -0.22 -0.27 OD . +0.56 +0.46 

Sum(Dangling 
O) 

-0.67 -0.54 -0.75 
Sum(Danglin

g O) 
+2.65 +2.83 +2.73 

The other O 

ions  
in the cell 

+1.06 +1.04 +1.14 

The other O 

ions  
in the cell 

-2.17 -2.13 -2.24 

All Ni ions  

in the cell 
-0.40 -0.50 -0.39 

All Ni ions  

in the cell 
-0.25 -0.28 -0.27 

All Te ions  
in the cell 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
All Te ions  
in the cell 

0.00 -0.27 0.00 
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2.4 Concluding remarks 

We have established a trilateral picture linking structural disorder, covalent bonding, 

and oxygen redox chemistry in lithium-rich layered transition metal oxide electrodes. 

Our findings demonstrate that structural disordering and concomitant bonding 

rearrangements occur in the direction of stabilizing oxygen redox. It was elucidated 

that the extent of O-O and TM-O π hybridization is primarily governed by the 

occupancy of O 2p NB states and metal-oxygen covalency. Our results support the 

important perspective that although the initial oxygen redox capacity is rooted in the 

presence of oxygen non-bonding states, the hybridized TM-O and O-O states will be 

the major sources of charge compensation after structural reorganization14. In this 

light, the present understandings of some redox mechanisms need to be revisited. 

Despite the stabilization effects, bonding rearrangements inevitably compromise 

the redox symmetry by significantly altering the electronic structure. The restoration 

of bonding arrangements is inhibited by the hysteretic nature of structural disorder 

and the severe structural deformation due to oxygen dimerization. Therefore, future 

research should be dedicated to identifying the alternative mechanisms capable of 

stabilizing oxygen redox not involving structural disorders. Our theoretical insight 

here is expected to expedite the development of electrodes based on oxygen 

redox, and broadly enrich the fundamental understandings in related fields of 

oxygen redox reactions such as water splitting and solid oxide fuel cell as well. 
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Chapter 3. Voltage decay and redox asymmetry 

mitigation by reversible cation migration in lithium-

rich layered oxide electrodes 

(The content of this chapter has been published in Nature Materials. [Eum, D., Kim, 

B. et al., Nature Materials 2020, 19, 419-427.]-Reproduced by permission of Nature 

Publishing Group)      

3.1 Introduction 

With the advent of electrified transportation, there is a pressing demand for 

improvements of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries1. In particular, the energy-

density ceiling placed on the cathode materials has been a primary factor precluding 

the full-scale deployment of green energy technologies2. Among cathode materials 

foreseen to transcend such limitations, lithium-rich layered oxides hold the greatest 

promise because of their high reversible capacity (exceeding 250 mAh g−1) and high-

voltage anionic redox chemistry3,4. Nonetheless, the voltage decay, or gradual 

decrease in the average discharge voltage during cycling, and the resulting inevitable 

energy decay remain some of the most pernicious problems jeopardizing their real-

world application, while some technical hurdles such as lower crystallographic/tap 

densities than current lithium-stoichiometric layered oxides (lithium nickel-cobalt-

aluminum oxides and lithium nickel-manganese-cobalt oxides) still need to be 
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addressed4-6. Moreover, the voltage decay is pronounced in 3d metal-based layered 

lithium-rich oxides of practical interest, such as Li[LixNiyMn(1−x−y)]O2 (denoted as 

LLNMOs) and Li[LixNiyMnzCo1−x−y−z]O2 (denoted as LLNMCOs)4,7,8. With this 

backdrop, formidable research efforts have been focused on unraveling the origin of 

the voltage decay and suppressing it based on established understandings.  

 A clear consensus has been reached that the voltage decay is primarily rooted in 

progressive structural transformation of lithium-rich layered oxides6,7,9-11. Cation 

migration from the transition metal (TM) layer to the Li layer to form TMLi–VTM 

anti-site defect pairs during the charging of lithium-rich layered 3d metal oxides has 

been identified experimentally and confirmed using various analytical tools9,11,12. 

The limited reversibility of intra-cycle TM migration results in the cumulative 

formation of a spinel-like disordered phase12-14, and this growth of the low-voltage 

spinel-like phase has commonly been associated with voltage decay14-16. More 

specifically, a comprehensive investigation of the Li2Ru1−xMxO3 (M = Mn, Ti, Sn) 

system6 and LLNMCOs11,17 demonstrated that upon extended cycling, more TM ions 

were trapped in the Li layer with exacerbated voltage fade. Of paramount importance 

in understanding the fundamentals of the voltage decay is that its essential 

determinant is not the TM migration itself but the resulting confinement of TM ions 

in the Li layer. At the low Li stoichiometries of most lithium-rich layered oxides, TM 

migration to the Li layer is thermodynamically favorable and is thus an unavoidable 

phenomenon during the charge process18-20. Therefore, although various effective 
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approaches, including surface coating12, cation doping21, additives to electrolyte22, 

and composition tuning7,23, have been used to mitigate the TM migration, its ultimate 

prevention during long-term cycling has not yet been achieved.  

Considering both the underlying origin of the voltage decay and the inevitability of 

TM migration, a substantive key lies in improving the intra-cycle reversibility of TM 

migration. In lithium layered oxides, what limits the reversible return of TM ions is 

thought to be the intralayer movements of TM ions within the Li layer, which is 

generally initiated by the TM migration from the initial tetrahedral site to 

neighboring octahedral sites in Li layer. For example, in conventional O3-type 

layered oxides, TM ions once migrated to the intermediary tetrahedral site of the Li 

layer can readily and permanently move to adjacent octahedral Li sites because of 

the thermodynamic preference for octahedral sites, as indicated by the yellow arrow 

in figure 3.1a24. Therefore, the quest for reversible TM migration necessitates the 

implementation of thermodynamic or kinetic roadblocks that prevent intralayer 

movements of TM ions. In terms of thermodynamic approaches, recent reports on 

sodium layered oxides have suggested that the use of distinct oxygen lattices with 

the P3-25,26 or P2-27 structure can prevent the TM occupation of guest-ion sites 

benefiting from the size mismatch between the TM ion and the large prismatic site. 

In a similar vein, a qualitative hypothesis has been proposed in studies on lithium 

layered oxides that by employing an O2-type layered structure with ABCBA oxygen 

stacking28 (see figure 3.1b), some Li sites can be thermodynamically destabilized 
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against TM migration29,30. The local environments of Li sites in the O2 and O3 

structures substantially differ: LiO6 octahedra share faces with TMO6 octahedra in 

the former, whereas they share only edges with TMO6 octahedra in the latter. Thus, 

in the O2 structure, TM migration from the intermediate sites to adjacent Li sites is 

expected to be unfavorable because of the large electrostatic repulsion between face-

shared cations. This blockade of face-shared sites can facilitate the return of TM ions 

during the discharge process by streamlining the return path, as illustrated in figure 

3.1b. However, despite these implications, no direct approach has been reported to 

observe or achieve reversible TM migration by utilizing an alternative oxygen lattice 

for lithium-rich layered oxides.  

In this work, we first demonstrate that reversible intra-cycle TM migration can be 

achieved by modifying the oxygen lattice of lithium-rich layered oxides. To achieve 

this aim, we apply the O2 structure to cobalt-free LLNMOs with archetypal TM 

composition to obtain the O2-phase Lix(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 (x ≈ 0.83), whose 

preliminary electrochemical activity was very recently reported31. We demonstrate 

that O2-LLNMOs inherently allow reversible intra-cycle TM migration, thus 

delivering outstanding voltage retention over extended cycling and far 

outperforming their O3-phase counterparts and other lithium-rich layered 3d metal 

oxides. Structural characterization using scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, and high-resolution TEM 

(HR-TEM) analyses reveal that the suppressed voltage decay arises from the 
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retention of the pristine layered structure with highly reversible TM migration over 

extended cycling. In addition, with the aid of first-principles calculations, it is shown 

that high energy penalties associated with the TM occupation of Li sites of O2-

LLNMOs prevent movements of TM ions in Li layer, facilitating the return of TM 

ions to the original sites. We further confirm that the improved reversibility of TM 

migration also benefits mitigating the asymmetry of the anionic redox, which has 

been suspected to stem from the presence of TM ions in the Li layer during 

discharging and afflict the cells by inducing voltage hysteresis10,32,33. Our findings 

indicate that tailoring the migration path of TM ions provides a viable strategy to 

address the issues of voltage decay and hysteresis, which may help rejuvenate the 

research field of lithium-rich layered oxides. 
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of crystal structures and cation migration paths. 

Schematic illustrations of crystal structures of a, O3-type and b, O2-type lithium 

layered oxides. The figures below show the TM migration paths on a magnified scale. 

Although TM ions in the O3 structure can readily occupy Li sites that share only 

edges with neighboring cations, the TM ions in the O2 structure are subject to strong 

repulsion when they occupy Li sites face-sharing with neighboring cations. 
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3.2 Experimental and computational details 

3.2.1 Synthesis 

To synthesize P2-Na5/6(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2, stoichiometric amounts of 

LiCH3COO∙2H2O (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), NaCH3COO∙3H2O (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 

Ni(CH3COO)2∙4H2O (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), and Mn(CH3COO)2∙4H2O (99%, 

Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in distilled water containing appropriate amounts of 

resorcinol (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and formaldehyde. To mediate the volatility of 

lithium and sodium at high temperature, 5% excess of lithium and sodium sources 

were compensated by Li2CO3 (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and Na2CO3 (99%, Sigma-

Aldrich). The mixture was heated with continuous stirring at 70 °C for 2 h and then 

at 90 °C overnight without stirring. Finally, the P2 phase was obtained by additional 

heat treatment at 500 °C for 5 h and 900 °C for 10 h with intermediate grinding. In 

the following ion-exchange step, the resultant P2-phase powders were added to 10 

times excess amount of 5 M LiBr (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) solution in hexanol and then 

heated at 120 °C for 24 h to obtain O2-phase material. After ion exchange, the 

product was rinsed with ethanol and distilled water several times. The entire ion-

exchange process was repeated once more to complete the substitution of sodium 

with lithium. 

3.2.2 Electrochemistry 

The electrodes were fabricated using the following steps. A slurry of 80 wt% active 

materials, 10 wt% carbon black (Super P), and 10 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride 
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dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP; 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) was cast onto 

aluminum foil. The resultant mixture was dried in a 70 °C vacuum oven overnight 

to allow the NMP to evaporate. Coin cells (CR2032, Hohsen) were assembled using 

the electrodes, a lithium counter electrode, a separator (GF/F filter, Whatman), and 

a 1 M solution of LiPF6 in a mixture of ethyl carbonate and dimethyl carbonate 

(EC/DMC, 1:1 v/v) in an Ar-filled glove box. The galvanostatic charge/discharge 

process was performed in the voltage range of 2.0–4.8 V at room temperature using 

a potentio-galvanostat (WBCS 3000, WonA Tech). 

3.2.3 XRD 

as-prepared samples were characterized using XRD (D8 ADVANCE, Bruker, 

Bremen, Germany) with Cu-K𝛼  radiation (𝜆 =1.54178 Å) at a scanning speed of 

0.167° min−1 in the 2𝜃 range of 10°–70°. High-resolution powder diffraction (HRPD) 

was performed at beamline 9B at the Pohang Light Sources (PLS) in the Pohang 

Accelerator Laboratory (PAL), Republic of Korea. The data were collected over the 

2𝜃 range of 10°–133° with a step size of 0.01°, step time of 4 s, and wavelength of 

𝜆 =1.5226 Å. Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns was performed using the 

FullProf program. 

3.2.4 Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectra of the pristine and 40-cycled electrodes were recorded using a 

Raman spectrometer (LabRAM HV Evolution, HORIBA, Japan) with an Ar laser as 

the excitation light source (𝜆=532 nm). The scattered light of the Raman signal was 
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collected in a backscattering geometry using a 50× microscope objective lens. The 

data were measured using an acquisition time of 20 s and 10 accumulations. The 

spectra were deconvoluted using the XPS Peak program. 

3.2.5 XANES 

XANES spectra of the harvested electrodes were obtained at beamline 7D at the 

PLS using a double-crystal monochromator containing two sets of Si(111) crystals. 

All the measurements were performed at room temperature, and the Ni and Mn K-

edge spectra were collected in total electron yield mode. To accurately calibrate the 

energy scale and any drift of the monochromator position, metal foils were placed in 

a third chamber as a reference. All of the spectra were normalized and compared 

using the Athena program. 

3.2.6 STXM 

STXM analysis was performed at beamline 10A at the PLS to obtain the O K-edge 

and Ni and Mn L3-edge spectra. Primary particles were drop-cast onto carbon-coated 

Cu TEM grids for the measurements. By keeping the focal position at the same 

particle, the two-dimensional transmitted photon intensity was recorded in pixel 

form at a fixed energy. To obtain image stacks, the same measurements were repeated 

over different X-ray energy ranges. The image stacks were acquired in 0.2 eV steps 

with a 2 ms dwell time and were aligned using the aXis 2000 software package.  

3.2.7 SEM 

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; SU-70, Hitachi, Japan) 
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analysis was used to examine the surface morphological changes during the ion-

exchange process. To compensate for the low conductivity of both materials, the 

active materials were coated with Pt nanoparticles three times. 

3.2.8 HR-TEM 

The electrodes harvested in the pristine state and after 40 cycles were sonicated into 

particles in ethanol and transferred onto carbon-coated Cu grids to obtain HR-TEM 

images and SAED patterns using field-emission transmission electron microscopy 

(FE-TEM; JEOL, JEM-2100F, Japan). 

3.2.9 Cs-STEM 

Cross-sectional TEM specimens of the as-prepared and cycled electrode slurry 

films were prepared using focused ion beam (FIB) milling (FEI, Helios 650). The 

prepared specimens were used for high-angle annular dark-field imaging under 80 

keV using aberration-corrected STEM (Cs-STEM; JEOL, JEM-ARM200F, Japan) 

with a point-to-point resolution of 0.08 nm. 

3.2.10 First-principles calculations 

The first-principles calculations in this work were conducted based on spin-

polarized DFT calculations, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation 

package (VASP)34. All the DFT energies were estimated within the GGA + U 

parameterization using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional35. Effective 

Hubbard-U parameters of 3.9 and 6.0 were applied to the 3d electrons of Mn and Ni 

atoms, respectively, in accordance with the values reported in previous works36,37. A 
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plane-wave basis set was utilized with an energy cutoff of 520 eV and a 3 × 3 × 2 

gamma-point-centered k-point mesh. Unless otherwise stated, the lattice parameters 

and atomic positions were fully relaxed until the interatomic forces were smaller 

than 0.02 eV Å−1. Detailed information regarding the model construction and TM 

migration analysis is provided in Chapter 3.3.6. 

3.2.11 mRIXS 

mRIXS experiments were performed in the iRIXS endstation at BL8.0.1 of the 

Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory38. The emission 

energy resolution is about 0.25 eV through a VLS-spectrograph. The excitation 

energy resolution is about 0.3 eV. Data were collected with 0.2 eV steps upon 

excitation energies across the whole Oxygen K absorption edge. 
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3.3 Result and discussion 

3.3.1 Electrochemistry of O2-LLNMOs 

O2-LLNMOs were synthesized by applying ion-exchange method to as-

synthesized P2-phase sodium layered oxides. Details on the crystal structure and 

chemical compositions, Lix(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 (x ≈ 0.83), are provided in Chapter 

3.3.4. Figure 3.2a presents the first and second charge–discharge curves of O2-

LLNMOs cycled in the voltage range of 2.0–4.8 V at 5 mA g−1. A capacity of 235 

mA g−1 was delivered for the first charge process of the O2-LLNMOs. Unlike the 

first cycle of the O3-Li(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2, which was synthesized for a more precise 

comparison, the O2-LLNMOs delivered a markedly reduced irreversible capacity of 

13.5 mAh g−1, in comparisons with the first irreversible capacity of 74.3 mAh g−1 for 

O3-type counterparts (figure 3.3), implying highly reversible first-cycle redox 

behavior. Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) analysis, which enables 

bulk-sensitive characterization of the redox centers39,40, identified that the oxidation 

states of Ni and Mn in pristine O2-Lix(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 were close to +2 and +4, 

respectively (figure 3.4)41,42. Upon initial charging, cationic Ni2+/Ni4+ redox occurs 

in the low-voltage region, whereas the oxidation of the oxygen non-bonding states 

accounts for the charge compensation of the high-voltage plateau region. Further in-

depth characterization of the redox mechanism and meticulous comparison of the O2 

and O3 phases will be elaborated later. 
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For the initial two cycles (figure 3.2a), it is notable that the voltage profile of the 

second discharge was almost identical to that of the first discharge except for a small 

decrease in the capacity. To further clarify the long-term voltage retention of the O2-

LLNMOs, cycling for additional 40 cycles was performed. Figure 3.2b presents the 

discharge profile of the O2-LLNMOs for the first and every 10 cycles until 40 cycles. 

Negligible voltage decay was observed in the discharge of the O2-LLNMOs during 

the 40 cycles. The average discharge voltages were well preserved and close to 3.5 

V (see inset in figure 3.2b): 3.53, 3.53, and 3.48 V for the 1st, 20th, and 40th 

discharge process, respectively. This outstanding voltage retention and the high 

redox voltage of O2-LLNMOs are in stark contrast with that of the O3 phase, which 

revealed severe voltage fades in the same electrochemical cycling (figure 3.5), in 

accordance with many previous reports7,12,14,43. Comparison of the dQ dV−1 profiles 

tells clear suppression of the voltage decay in the O2-LLNMOs compared with that 

in the O3-LLNMOs (figure 3.2c). In the low-voltage region, a drastic down-shift of 

voltage was observed for the O3-LLNMOs upon cycling, and the major 

electrochemical activity was observed near 3.0 V (vs. Li/Li+) even after 10 cycles. In 

contrast, this change was absent and the redox peaks remained constant in the O2-

LLNMOs, with the primary redox activity maintained between 3.5 and 4.0 V (vs. 

Li/Li+). The cycle stability of the O2-LLNMOs in figure 3.2d was comparable to that 

of the O3-LLNMOs, indicating that the retention of the practical energy density of 

the O2-LLNMOs (≈ 82.5 %, 599.6 Wh kg-1 after 40 cycles) was superior to that of 

the O3-LLNMOs (≈ 71.8 %, 550 Wh kg-1 after 40 cycles) because of the suppressed 
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voltage decay. 
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Figure 3.2. Suppression of voltage decay in O2-LLNMOs. a, First and second 

charge–discharge curves of O2-LLNMOs cycled in the voltage range of 2.0–4.8 V 

at a current density of 5 mA g−1. b, Normalized discharge curves of O2-LLNMOs 

for 40 cycles. The data were collected every 10 cycles. The inset shows the change 

in the average voltage over 40 cycles. c, Comparison of voltage decay in dQ dV−1 

curves of O2- and O3-LLNMOs. The arrow in the profile of O3-LLNMOs highlights 

the drastic shift toward low voltage with cycling. d, Comparison of discharge 

capacity and energy density retention in O2- and O3-LLNMOs. 
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Figure 3.3. First cycle electrochemical profile of O3-LLNMOs measured at a current 

density of 5 mA g-1 between 4.8 and 2.0 V. 
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Figure 3.4. STXM spectra of the O K-edge and Ni, Mn L3-edges for different five 

points in the electrochemical curve of O2-LLNMOs. The signal profiles at the 

bottom of each plot indicate the differences between absorbance of 4.8 V charged 

and pristine samples. The shaded regions represent evolution of 531.0 and 856 eV 

peaks in O K-edge and Ni L3-edge, respectively.
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Figure 3.5. Normalized discharge capacity curves of O3-LLNMOs for 40 cycles. 

The data are collected for every 10 cycles. The inset shows the average voltage 

during 40 cycles. 
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3.3.2 Reversible cation migration in O2-LLNMOs 

To understand the origin of the remarkable voltage retention of the O2-LLNMOs 

from the perspective of structural transitions, we carefully probed the configuration 

of the TM ions using spherical-aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (Cs-STEM). Figure 3.6a and b present high-angle annular dark-field 

(HAADF) images of samples in charged and discharged states, respectively. HAADF 

images were obtained using Z-contrast imaging, and thus, the predominant signals 

in the images belong to heavy transition metals27,44. In the HAADF-STEM image of 

the pristine O2-LLNMOs (figure 3.7), alternating TM layers and Li layers are clearly 

visible with no signal of TM ions detected in the Li layer, confirming the absence of 

TMLi–VTM anti-site defects in the pristine state. In addition, the dumbbell-like spots 

in TM layers indicate the Li+Mn4+
6 or (Li+

xNi2+
1−x)Mn4+

6 honeycomb ordering in the 

pristine O2-LLNMOs, which is a typical signature of lithium-rich layered materials 

(Chapter 3.3.5)7,45. In contrast, the HAADF image for the charged samples (~4.8 V 

vs. Li/Li+) provided in figure 3.6a reveals the noticeable presence of TM ions in the 

Li layer. The signal profile along the vertical direction in the box in figure 3.6a shows 

the evolution of new peaks at the center of two adjacent TM layers, as denoted by 

the arrows. These peaks suggest that a substantial amount of TM ions occupy vacant 

Li sites during the charge process. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns 

along the [11̅0]  axis also confirm the same TM behavior over a much broader 

region (150× magnified), with new diffraction spots as highlighted in the yellow 
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boxes in figure 3.6c. To assign these spots, we simulated SAED patterns assuming 

the disordered O2 structure in which 25% of TM ions occupy octahedral sites or 

tetrahedral sites in the Li layer (figure 3.8). The consistency between the 

experimental and simulated patterns indicates that massive TM migration occurred 

during the charge process, which is consistent with the TM migration behavior 

observed for the charge process of O3-LLNMOs11,33. Surprisingly, in the STEM 

image of the fully discharged O2-LLNMOs, no signal of TM ions in the Li layer was 

detected (figure 3.6b). Contrast to the charged state, the peaks between the TM layers 

completely disappeared in the HAADF signal profile, indicating the complete return 

of TM ions to the TM layer upon discharge. The SAED pattern of the discharged 

samples no longer contained characteristic spots of TMLi defects (the yellow boxes 

in figure 3.6c), as observed in figure 3.6d. The STEM analyses unequivocally 

confirm that interlayer TM migration is highly reversible during the successive 

charge and discharge of O2-LLNMOs. This phenomenon has not been observed in 

other lithium-rich layered oxides that contain a considerable amount of 3d TMs such 

as Mn and Ni11,33.  

We performed first-principles calculations to elucidate the energetics of the TM 

migrations that enable this reversible behavior in O2-LLNMOs. Figure 3.6e presents 

schematic illustrations of the interlayer migration paths of TM ions in the O2 and O3 

structures, respectively (see Chapter 3.3.6 for details). In the case of O3 structure, 

TM ions can migrate to the nearest neighboring tetrahedral site in the Li layer and 

subsequently to the octahedral Li site during the charge process. On the other hand, 
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in the O2 structure, TM ions can either migrate to the neighboring tetrahedral 

intermediate site (path A) or octahedral intermediate site (path B), followed by 

subsequent migration to the final octahedral (path A) and tetrahedral sites (path B), 

respectively. For these potential migration paths for O3 and O2 structures, we 

comparatively calculated the relative site energies of the intermediate and final sites 

considering all the possible TM configurations. Figure 3.6f presents the energy 

landscapes of selected cases in which migration to the intermediate site was the most 

thermodynamically feasible (see Tables 3.4–3.6 for the energetics of other cases). 

When TM ions move in the O3 structure, the lowest relative site energy of the 

intermediate site is estimated to be −0.19 eV, and that of the adjacent Li octahedral 

site (“Edgeocta”) is −0.06 eV. It indicates that once TM ion moves to the intermediate 

site, further migration to the adjacent octahedral Li site is quite feasible. It would 

inevitably complicate the return of the TM ions to the initial site. TM ions may be 

led astray by further interactions with Li ions or other TM ions in the Li layer, making 

the return of TM ions to the original TM site nearly impossible. However, for TM 

ions in the O2 phase, the relative site energy at the final Li site is substantially higher 

(0.52 and 0.91 eV for path A (“Faceocta”) and path B (“Facetetra”), respectively) 

destabilizing TM occupancy, whereas the TM in intermediate sites may remain stable 

in the de-lithiated states. These results suggest that TM migrations to the Li layer 

occur in the charged states, as observed in figure 3.6a, but that further intra-layer 

migration in the Li layer is significantly inhibited in the O2 structure. The intra-layer 

migration along paths A and B in the O2 structure requires a thermodynamic penalty 
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of approximately 0.91 and 1.19 eV, respectively. And, while these values are 

obtained for the cases in which a moving TM ion share a face with Mn in the TM 

layer, the site energies are all positive at other face-sharing sites in the O2 structure, 

regardless of the type of cation that faces the moving TM ion (see Chapter 3.3.6). 

This result is reasonable considering that the final Li sites in the O2 phase share a 

face with cations in the TM layer, as shown in figure 3.1b. Because TM ions in O2-

LLNMOs are predicted to remain in the original or intermediate sites during charging, 

they can readily return to the original sites upon re-lithiation, as demonstrated in 

figure 3.6b. Note that in certain circumstances where the empty Li sites in the TM 

layer provide electrostatically favorable sites for TM ion, the one-step intra-layer 

TM migration can be occasionally allowed. Nonetheless, such one-step migrations 

were not expected to significantly reduce the overall reversibility due to the rarity of 

such circumstances and the difficulties of subsequent TM migrations (Chapter 3.3.6). 

To further verify the reversible cation migration in O2-LLNMOs over extended 

cycling, powder XRD analysis of the pristine and 10-, 20-, and 40-cycled electrodes 

was conducted (figure 3.9a and Table 3.1). The XRD pattern of the pristine state 

contains well-defined honeycomb superstructure peaks at 2𝜃 = 20.8°, 24.2°, 29.1°, 

and 33.3°, which correspond to (1/3 1/3 0), (1/3 1/3 1), (1/3 1/3 2), and (1/3 1/3 3) 

planes, respectively30. Each superstructure peak is well preserved even after 40 

cycles, which indicates that the honeycomb orderings in the discharged samples were 

not destroyed by any permanent TM migrations, further supporting the reversibility 

of TM migration upon extended cycling. This behavior contrasts with that of the O3 
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phase, which typically loses in-plane cation ordering in the TM layers as the amount 

of TM/Li disordering increases with prolonged cycling6,11,33.  

Raman spectroscopy analysis was also conducted to determine the changes in the 

bonding character during cycling. Figure 3.9b presents Raman spectra of the pristine 

and cycled O2-LLNMOs in the 300–700 cm−1 range whose peaks are attributed to 

the various vibration modes of TM–O bonding in lithium layered oxides13,41. The 

first two peaks at 595 and 473 cm−1 are signatures of symmetric stretching (A1g) and 

symmetrical deformation (Eg) of TM–O, respectively, in the layered structure, 

whereas the peak at 420 cm−1 arises from the LiMn6 honeycomb ordering, which is 

exclusively observed in lithium-rich layered oxides. Notably, all of these Raman 

peaks were observed for both samples and were preserved even after 40 cycles. This 

finding clearly contrasts with the case for O3-LLNMOs. Previous studies have 

shown that the Raman peak at 595 cm−1 completely shifted to 572 cm−1 only after 5 

cycles because of the substantial layered-to-spinel phase transformation of O3-

LLNMOs13,41. According to these previous reports, the peak at 627 cm−1 can be 

attributed to the symmetrical stretching of TM–O in the spinel domain, and the peak 

at 572 cm−1 results from the shift of the peak at 595 cm−1 in a new TM coordinating 

environment13. Although we also detected peaks at 627 and 572 cm−1
 after 40 cycles, 

their intensities were much smaller than those in previous reports on O3-LLNMOs7,13. 

In principle, the spinel phase formation in the O2 phase is inaccessible via room-

temperature electrochemical cycling because the oxygen lattices are essentially 

incompatible, and phase transition requires major breakage of the strong metal–
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oxygen bonds29,46. Therefore, the evolution of these new peaks is likely to originate 

from the O3 phase impurity present in the sample during the pre-ion-exchange step. 

HR-TEM analysis also supports the long-term structure preservation of O2-

LLNMOs. As observed in figure 3.12 and figure 3.9c, the characteristic hexagonal 

P63mc spot patterns were consistently observed both for the pristine and 40-cycled 

O2-LLNMOs. There were no signatures of any secondary phases, including a spinel-

like phase or the traces of TM/Li disordering, in the patterns of the 40-cycled 

electrodes. More specifically, compared with the simulated pattern of the disordered 

O2 structure (figure 3.13), characteristic spots such as 1̅1̅0 , 01̅3̅ , and 103̅ 

pertaining to the disordered phase did not appear in the SAED pattern or its signal 

profile (figure 3.9c). This result differs from that for O3-LLNMOs, in which the 

spots of the spinel-like and disordered phase evolved only after 5 cycles7. The 

comparisons of structural evolution in the O2 and O3 phases using complementary 

XRD, Raman, and HR-TEM analyses clearly demonstrate that the global and local 

structures of the O2-LLNMOs are well maintained over extended cycling, benefiting 

from the preeminent reversibility of TM migration unlike conventional LLNMOs, 

which lose the structural integrity in a few cycles.  
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Figure 3.6. Highly reversible cation migration in O2-LLNMOs. HAADF-STEM 

images along the [11̅0] zone axis for a, 4.8-V charged and b, 2.0-V discharged O2-

LLNMOs. The graphs below are the HAADF signal profiles of the regions enclosed 

by the dotted lines in the STEM images. The arrows in the signal profile of the 

charged sample indicate the evolution of TMLi defects. SAED patterns of c, 4.8-V 

charged and d, 2.0-V discharged O2-LLNMOs along the [11̅0] direction. The extra 

spots in the areas enclosed by the yellow dotted boxes in c represent significant 

cation migration into the Li layers. In c, spots marked with red circles correspond to 

(i) 002̅  (ordered structure and cation-disordered structure), (ii) 1̅1̅0  (cation-

disordered structure), and (iii) the overlap of 1̅1̅0  (ordered structure) and 2̅2̅0 

(cation-disordered structure), respectively. Other spots are indexed in figure 3.8. e, 

TM migration paths from initial to intermediate and final Li sites. f, Relative site 
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energies of intermediate and final sites calculated along the migration path of TM 

ions. (The case where final sites share a face with Mn is presented here. See Chapter 

3.3.6 for details.) 
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Figure 3.7. The [11̅0] HAADF-STEM image of pristine O2-LLNMOs with 15M× 

magnification. The 30M× magnified image and corresponding SAED patterns are 

shown in the insets. The streak lines in the diffraction patterns indicate the existence 

of stacking faults (O4- or O6-stackings) in the pristine O2-LLNMOs47,48. The 

HAADF signal profiles measured for Region I (vertical), II (horizontal) in the inset 

are represented at the right.  
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Figure 3.8. Simulated SAED patterns along the [11̅0] zone axis for a, ordered (Or) 

and b, c, disordered (Dis) O2-LLNMOs. In disordered structures, 25 % of TM ions 

occupy b, octahedral sites and c, tetrahedral sites in the Li layer, respectively. The 

yellow shaded areas in the pattern of disordered phase indicate newly emerged spots 

compared with the pattern of ordered phase.  
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Figure 3.9. Mitigation of structural evolution in O2-LLNMOs for 40 cycles. a, 

Ex situ XRD patterns of pristine and 10-, 20-, and 40-cycled O2-LLNMOs. The 

magnified view clearly shows honeycomb superstructure peaks are preserved even 

after cycles (grey shaded). b, Comparison of Raman spectra for pristine and 40-

cycled samples. The newly emerging blue peaks at 627 and 572 cm−1 after 40 cycles 

correspond to the layered-to-spinel transitions. c, SAED pattern of O2-LLNMOs 

along the [33̅1] zone axis after 40 cycles (top, Or: ordered). SAED signal profiles 

for yellow and blue lines in SAED pattern (bottom, Dis: disordered). The arrows 

indicate the expected positions of additional spots of disordered O2-LLNMOs. 
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Figure 3.10. The [11̅0] HAADF-STEM image of 4.8 V charged O2-LLNMOs with 

15M× magnification. This image clearly shows a substantial amount of TM ions 

migrated to the Li layer.   
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Figure 3.11. The [11̅0]  HAADF-STEM image of O2-LLNMOs after one cycle 

(2.0 V discharged) with 15M× magnification. This image shows no signal of TM 

ions in the Li layer confirming the excellent reversibility of TM migration. 
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Figure 3.12. SAED patterns of pristine O2-LLNMOs along the [33̅1] zone axis 

(Or: ordered). 
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Figure 3.13. Simulated SAED patterns along the [33̅1] zone axis for a, ordered 

(Or) and b, c, disordered (Dis) O2-LLNMOs. Same models with figure 3.8 are used 

for the simulation.  
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Table 3.1. Lattice parameters of pristine and 10-, 20-, and 40-cycled O2-LLNMOs 

obtained from ex-situ XRD results. 

Cycle a (Å ) b (Å ) c (Å ) 

Pristine 2.8624 (2) 2.8624 (2) 9.6332 (1) 

10 2.8628 (2) 2.8628 (2) 9.6706 (4) 

20 2.8640 (2) 2.8640 (2) 9.7137 (2) 

40 2.8628 (2) 2.8628 (2) 9.7083 (5) 
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3.3.3 High-potential O redox behavior preserved in O2-LLNMOs 

Notably, recent studies on lithium-rich layered oxides have demonstrated the 

intrinsic coupling between the anionic redox and cation migration33,39. According to 

mechanistic investigation of LLNMCOs, TM migration to the Li layer decreases the 

redox potential of oxygen by >1 V, thereby leading to asymmetry of the anionic 

redox between charge and discharge33. This asymmetrical behavior of the anionic 

redox has been alleged to play a detrimental role in triggering voltage hysteresis, 

which exacerbates the voltage retention along with voltage decay 

phenomenon10,32,49,50. However, considering the reversibility of TM migration in O2-

LLNMOs, a distinct anionic chemistry in contrast to the conventional mechanism is 

expected for O2-LLNMOs. To corroborate this hypothesis, we closely examined the 

evolution of redox couples during the charge and discharge of O2-LLNMOs. Figure 

3.14a shows the change in the O K-edge and Ni, Mn L3-edge absorbance spectra 

determined from STXM analysis during the first cycle of O2-LLNMOs. The six 

points in figure 3.14a correspond to the (1) pristine, (2) 4.5-V charged, (3) 4.8-V 

charged, (4) 3.8-V discharged, (5) 3.4-V discharged, and (6) 2.0-V discharged states, 

and the differences in the absorbance between two designated points are shown 

below. The results indicate that the charge process is compensated by the redox of 

Ni2+/Ni4+ at relatively low voltage (3.3–4.5 V) and subsequently by O2−/On− (n< 2) 

redox at high voltage (4.5–4.8 V), as previously discussed. When charging from 3.3 

to 4.5 V (‘1’ → ‘2’), a peak appears at 856 eV in the Ni L3-edge spectra with the 
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simultaneous emergence of a low-energy peak around 529 eV in the O K-edge 

spectra, signifying the depopulation of the hybridized Ni3d–O2p antibonding state33,51. 

From 4.5 to 4.8 V (‘2’ → ‘3’), the peak at 531.0 eV evolves in the O K-edge spectra, 

which is indicative of oxygen redox states at high potentials33. This oxygen redox is 

further evidenced by mapping of resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (mRIXS) 

analysis (figure 3.14b). We note that O K-edge mRIXS has recently been dem

onstrated as a tool-of-choice for detecting the lattice oxygen redox states in 

both Li- and Na-ion battery electrodes33,39,52,53. In particular, the emergence of a 

distinct feature at 531.0 eV excitation energy and 523.7 eV emission energy (red 

circles in figure 3.14b) indicates the presence of oxidized lattice oxygens in battery 

electrodes. The results show that such oxidized oxygen feature is absent in mRIXS 

until ‘2’, but becomes distinct in ‘3’, demonstrating oxygen oxidation at high 

potentials (‘2’ → ‘3’). No characteristic peaks are observed in the Mn L3-edge STXM 

spectra throughout the entire charging regime, confirming the redox-inactive 

properties of Mn4+. Ni and Mn K-edge X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy 

(XANES) analyses (figure 3.15) also revealed a consistent redox mechanism during 

the charging process. Overall, the charging of O2-LLNMOs accompanies the 

sequence of redox couples, which is the same as that for their O3-type 

counterparts41,42. This accordance is reasonable considering that the tendency of TM 

migration during the charging is similar in both compounds.  

In the subsequent discharge process, we found that the anionic (O2−/On− (n< 2)) 

redox occurs quite reversibly at the high voltage region for O2-LLNMOs. As can be 
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seen from mRIXS images in figure 3.14b, during the initial discharge, the oxidized 

oxygen feature dropped its intensity significantly from ‘3’ to ‘4’, and completely 

disappeared at ‘5’ state. This indicates that majority of the oxygen reduction takes 

place at high potentials (‘3’ → ‘4’) and is completed by ‘5’. The oxygen redox 

activity is thus completely absent at low potentials (‘5’ → ‘6’). Consistently, in 

STXM spectrum for the equivalent discharge region (‘3’ → ‘5’), the O K-edge peak 

at 531.0 eV disappears, clearly indicating the reduction of O2p states at high-voltage 

region. Moreover, the signature of TM3d–O2p reduction was presented with the 

disappearance of the peak at 856 eV at the Ni L3-edge as well as that at 529 eV at 

the O K-edge, indicating the simultaneous cationic (Ni4+ to Ni2+) reduction. This 

observation is in contrast to the typical anionic redox behavior observed in the O3-

LLNMOs, which was recently demonstrated with the major anionic redox activities 

at low potential region after the cation redox reaction33. And, this asymmetric anionic 

redox reaction for the charge (high potential charging) and the discharge (low 

potential discharging) was accounted for the voltage hysteresis of LLNMOs. In the 

O2-LLNMOs, on the other hand, the oxygen redox activity was solely observed at 

the high-voltage region without the signature in the low-voltage region (‘5’ → ‘6’), 

which is mainly compensated by partial manganese reduction (Chapter 3.3.7). For 

O3-type LLNMCOs (Li1.17Ni0.21Co0.08Mn0.54O2), Gent et al. demonstrated that the 

lowered discharge potential of anionic redox originates from the significant 

coordination loss of oxygen in the TM layer, whose originally coordinated TM ions 

move to the Li layer33. Such coordination loss of oxygen inevitably shifts the O2p 
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states to the higher level in the electronic structure, and thus decreases the voltage of 

oxygen redox. However, according to our STEM and theoretical observations, TM 

ions in the Li layer readily return to the TM layer upon re-lithiation of charged O2-

LLNMOs, which would rapidly restore the coordination environment of oxygen. 

This behavior is dissimilar to that for O3-type compounds, wherein a substantial 

amount of TM ions remains in the Li layer. This finding implies that the anomalously 

symmetrical redox properties of O2-LLNMOs must result from the facile return of 

migrated TM ions upon discharge. Mitigation of the asymmetry of the anionic redox 

may be beneficial to the long-term cyclability as it decreases the voltage hysteresis, 

although there have been few attempts aimed at improvement of the redox symmetry.  

In order to further support the O redox at high potential discharge, several 

electrochemical tests were additionally performed. Figure 3.14b presents two model 

dQ dV−1 experiments, in which the anionic redox is separated from TM–O redox by 

cycling two cells; (i) below 4.35 V without triggering of the O redox (black dotted 

line) and (ii) with O redox triggered (colored solid line). Excluding the cation redox 

activity (yellow region), the additional electrochemical activity achieved after the O 

redox triggered (blue region) is solely exhibited at the high potentials without any 

additional activities in the yellow region. The invariance of the cation redox region 

even after the O redox triggered is in line with the STXM data, supporting the anionic 

reduction at high redox potentials. In figure 3.14c, we also investigated the change 

in the discharge profiles of O2-LLNMOs as a function of the current density, 

considering that that anionic redox exhibits much more sluggish kinetics than cation 
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redox, thus the variations of the anionic and cationic redox regimes are readily 

distinguishable32,45. Upon increasing the current density, the discharge capacity of the 

high-voltage region (above 3.4 V) steadily and drastically decreases from 136 mAh 

g−1 at 5 mA g−1 to 74 mAh g−1 at 200 mA g−1 (see figure 3.14d). However, the capacity 

of the redox region below 3.4 V is well maintained with only minor changes of less 

than 6 mAh g−1 until the current density reaches 100 mA g−1. The observation that 

the capacity fade at high rates mainly arises in the high-voltage region supports the 

sluggish anionic redox occurring in the high voltage range on discharge. Notably, it 

contrasts with that of O3-LLNMOs in which the substantial capacity drops are 

observed in both regions (above 3.4 V and below 3.4 V), which is attributed to 

anionic redox activity spread into the low-voltage region (figure 3.16).  
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Figure 3.14. Anomalous anionic redox behavior in O2-LLNMOs. a, STXM 

differential absorbance spectra of O K-edge and Ni, Mn L3-edges for the first charge 

and discharge cycle. Each spectrum shows the difference between two designated 

points in the electrochemical curve. b, O K-edge mRIXS of O2-LLNMOs for the 

first cycle obtained at each point of a. Distinct oxygen redox features are indicated 

by red circles. c, dQ dV−1 curve of O2-LLNMOs measured at a current density of 5 

mA g−1. d, Electrochemical curves of O2-LLNMOs for current densities ranging 

from 5 to 200 mA g−1. e, Variation of discharge capacity as a function of current 

density estimated for the two classified voltage ranges, 2.0–3.4 V and 3.4–4.8 V. 
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Figure 3.15. Ni and Mn K-edge XANES spectra measured for five points in the 

electrochemical curve of O2-LLNMOs.
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Figure 3.16. a, Electrochemical curves of O3-LLNMOs for current densities ranging 

from 5 to 200 mA g−1. b, Variation of discharge capacity of O3-LLNMOs as a 

function of current density estimated for the two classified voltage ranges, 2.0–3.4 

V and 3.4–4.8 V. 
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3.3.4 Synthesis of O2-LLNMOs 

To synthesize the metastable O2 phase, the soft chemical ion-exchange method was 

applied30,31. In this process, P2-type sodium layered oxides with the same transition 

metal composition as that of the targeted O2 phase, i.e., Na5/6(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2, 

were synthesized in advance with a small amount of O3 phases (less than 10 wt%) 

using a controlled sol–gel method54,55 (see figure 3.17). Na+/Li+ ion exchange was 

then conducted on the as-prepared P2-type Na5/6(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 with LiBr in 

hexanol solution at low temperature56,57 to produce O2-phase LLNMOs. The crystal 

structure of the ion-exchanged LLNMOs was confirmed to correspond to the O2 

phase (space group P63mc) using X-ray powder diffraction (see figure 3.18a). The 

in-plane honeycomb Li/TM superstructure in the TM layers was identified using the 

high-resolution powder diffraction (HRPD) data presented in Figure 3.18a;58,59 this 

result indicates that the in-plane atomic ordering of the as-prepared P2-phase 

compound was well maintained after the ion-exchange process. In addition, 

inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) analysis 

verified that the composition of the obtained powder was Lix(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 (x 

≈ 5/6), which is very similar to the archetypal composition of LLNMOs (see Table 

3.3). SEM analysis confirmed the homogeneous size and morphology of the particles, 

and HR-TEM measurements confirmed the well-defined layered structure of the ion-

exchanged particles (figure 3.18b–e). These observations collectively demonstrate 

that the ion-exchange process did not lead to deterioration of the crystallinity of the 
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particles and that Lix(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 with O2-type oxygen stacking was 

successfully synthesized. 
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Figure 3.17. HRPD pattern of P2-Na5/6(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 material refined with 

P63/mmc and R3̅m space groups.
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Figure 3.18. a, HRPD data for P2-Na5/6(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 and O2-

Lix(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 with reference peaks. The arrows at 20 – 25° indicate 

superstructure peaks which are attributed to Li/TM honeycomb ordering in the TM 

layers3,58,59. SEM and HR-TEM images for P2- (b, d) and O2-phases (c, e), 

respectively. 
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Table 3.2. Rietveld refinements of P2-Na5/6(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 materials. (Rp = 

12.5 %) 

Phase Atom x Y z Occupancy 

P2 

𝑷𝟔𝟑/𝒎𝒎𝒄 

(90.76 

wt%) 

Na1 0.3333 0.6667 0.75 0.792 (1) 

Li1 0 0 0 0.2 (7) 

O1 0.3333 0.6667 0.4097 (5) 1.086 (5) 

Ni1 0 0 0 0.2 

Mn1 0 0 0 0.6 

a (Å ) b (Å ) c (Å ) 

2.8852 (1) 2.8852 (1) 11.0410 (2) 

O3 

𝑹�̅�𝒎 

(9.24 wt%) 

Atom x y z Occupancy 

Li1 0 0 0 1.068 (8) 

Li2 0.3333 0.6667 0.1667 0.2 

O1 0 0 0.2439 (13) 1.032 (8) 

Ni1 0.3333 0.6667 0.1667 0.2 (2) 

Mn1 0.3333 0.6667 0.1667 0.576 (2) 

a (Å ) b (Å ) c (Å ) 

2.8556 (1) 2.8556 (1) 14.2285 (11) 
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Ta b l e  3.3 .  I C P - A E S  r e s u l t s  f o r  P2-Na5/6(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 and O2-

Lix(Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6)O2 materials. 

Phase 
Na 

(ppm) 

Li 

(ppm) 

Ni 

(ppm) 

Mn 

(ppm) 

Mn/Ni 

(mol 

ratio) 

Li/Ni 

(mol 

ratio) 

(Na+Li)/

Ni 

(mol 

ratio) 

P2 
201251.

83 
14813.47 

117655.5

7 
334550.78 3.04 1.06 5.43 

O2 578.05 90427.64 
146205.5

0 
414059.21 3.03 5.23 5.24 
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3.3.5 Structural characterization of O2-LLNMOs 

The dumbbell-like spots in Region II in figure 3.7 indicate the perfect Li+Mn4+
6 or 

(Li+
xNi2+

1−x)Mn4+
6 honeycomb ordering in the pristine O2-LLNMOs, which is a 

typical signature of lithium-rich layered materials58,59. The inter-layer spacing of 

0.4918 nm along the c-axis and TM–TM dumbbell interval of 0.1245 nm are close 

to the values obtained in our first-principles calculations (0.4921 and 0.1455 nm, 

respectively). We note that a portion of the pristine structure contains domains of 

stacking faults similar to those observed for many other compounds that have 

undergone the ion-exchange process46,60. Nevertheless, the predominant structure of 

the pristine O2-LLNMOs consists of O2 stacking, which can be seen from the well-

defined O2 peaks in the HRPD data (figure 3.18a). 
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3.3.6 Theoretical investigation of cation migration pathways 

For the computational models of LLNMOs, we employed 2 × 3 × 2 supercells 

containing 12 formula units of the LiMO2 (M = Li, Ni, and Mn) primitive cell (space 

group: P63mc and C2/m for O2 and O3 phases, respectively). For both phases, 

supercells consist of two TM layers and two Li layers (six cations per each layer). 

And composition of supercells is Li14Ni3Mn7O24, equivalently 

Li[Li0.17Mn0.58Ni0.25]O2, to be close to the composition of our experimental materials. 

To designate cation arrangements at the pristine state, the 50 lowest electrostatic 

energy configurations were selected for each phase using the Ewald summation 

method61,62. Then, GGA+U calculations were performed for selected configurations 

to identify the most stable structures. Figure 3.19a represents in-plane cation 

arrangements in the most stable structures, which are same for O2- and O3- 

LLNMOs. In the one TM layer (TM layer -1), an excess Li ion is surrounded by 6 

Mn ions, whereas in the other (TM layer-2), an excess Li ion is surrounded by 5 Mn 

ions and 1 Ni ion. Cation arrangement in our computational models are exactly same 

with that of the O3-phase model in previous work63, and most consistent with 

arrangements from experimental observations on O3-LLNMOs64,65.  

In the process of calculating site energies, we considered the path along which TM 

ions move to the neighboring site in the Li layer through the face shared by the two 

sites rather than through the edge because the energy penalty of the narrow edge path 

is too high24. To exclude the effects of Li configurations, we used simplified models 
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with one Li layer empty. TM migration is local phenomena sensitive to the local 

atomic environment21. Thus, along the migration path of each TM ion, we estimated 

the site energies considering all the case where the local environments of 

intermediate sites and final lithium sites are different, as shown in Tables 3.4-3.6. 

First coordination sphere was considered to assign the local environment of each site. 

We would like to note that established supercells of O2- and O3-LLNMOs have the 

same in-plane cation orderings; thus, the oxygen stacking is the only factor causing 

the differences in the calculation of both structures. 

Figure 3.19b-g present the stepwise TM migration pathways in O2- and O3- 

LLNMOs for the representative TM ions for which initial migrations to the Li layer 

are the most thermodynamically feasible. Overall, the initial TM migrations were 

predicted to be much more likely to occur for Ni ions than for Mn ions due to the 

lower oxidation states of Ni ions. In all considered paths, Mn migrations to the 

intermediate sites always involve thermodynamic energy penalties (figure 3.19b-d). 

In contrast, ‘initial’ Ni migrations to the intermediate sites were verified to include 

thermodynamically spontaneous cases in O3 structure (figure 3.19e), and in both 

path A (figure 3.19f) and B (figure 3.19g) of the O2 structure. This is consistent with 

previous observations that Ni is the most liable to migrate to the Li layer in 

Li1+xNiyCozMn1-x-y-zO2 layered cathodes (x ≥ 0, y and z >0)66-68, and suggests that 

the movement of Ni ions is particularly important when considering the TM 

migrations between layers. When Ni ion moves from the intermediate tetrahedral 

site of O3 structure, the migration to the neighboring octahedral site requires only 
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0.13 eV of energy penalty, while the return to the original site necessitates a higher 

energy penalty (0.19 eV). It indicates that, in a moving situation, Ni ion at the 

intermediate site prefers to move within the Li layer rather than return to its original 

site. On the other hand, when Ni ion moves from the intermediate tetrahedral (path 

A) or octahedral (path B) site of the O2 structure to neighboring sites in Li layer, it 

requires a significant energy penalty regardless of face-sharing with either TM or Li 

ions in the TM layer. Figure 3.19f and g show that migrations to Li-facing sites 

entail less energy penalty than migrations to Mn-facing sites. However, even 

considering the most thermodynamically plausible pathways, Ni migrations to the 

face-sharing sites require a thermodynamic penalty of at least 0.66 eV. These results 

suggest that during charging, the intra-layer movements of Ni ions are 

thermodynamically prohibited, and Ni ions would be confined at the intermediate 

sites. 

It is worth noting that in lithium-rich layered oxides, Li ions in the TM layer can 

also be extracted during charging. Figure 3.19h and i represent the TM migration 

pathways calculated for O2-LLNMOs model where Li ions in the TM layers are 

additionally extracted. The initial Mn migrations to the Li layer are expected to be 

unlikely in this situation as well (figure 3.19h). Notable among Ni migration 

pathways is that Ni migration from intermediate tetrahedral site to the octahedral site, 

which shares face with Li vacancy, was predicted to be thermodynamically feasible 

(path A, ‘ii’  ‘iii’ in figure 3.19i). It signifies that at certain circumstances where 

TM ion at the intermediate site is in contiguity with the Li site of the TM layer, and 
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Li vacancies are sufficiently secured in both TM and Li layers, the intra-layer TM 

migration can be allowed in the O2 structure. Nonetheless, it should be noted that a 

further subsequent TM migration in the Li layer, following the face-sharing with 

vacancy, is expected to be highly improbable because other sites in the Li layer 

maintain their face-sharing with cations. In order for this further off-course of TM 

to occur, the same conditions of Li vacancy in TM layer need to be continuously 

applied to the TM migration in the following step, which means there should be the 

region of segregated lithium ions in the TM layer. And, it is unlikely to occur in 

conventional LLNMOs. The relaxation of structures placing Ni ion at the 

neighboring sites of the vacancy-facing site caused Ni ion to move back to the 

vacancy-facing site, suggesting prohibitively substantial instabilities of such 

neighboring sites (‘iv’ in figure 3.19i). More importantly, when the vacant sites of 

the TM layer are re-lithiated during discharging, the site that shared the face with the 

vacancy becomes unstable again. In that case, TM ion would prefer to return to the 

intermediate site because adjacent TM layer site of the intermediate site is empty. 

Indeed, the return of Ni ion to the intermediate site was calculated to be energetically 

favorable by 0.30 eV, while its other migrations in the Li layer require energy 

penalties of at least 0.72 eV (‘v’ in figure 3.19i). Therefore, although the one-step 

intra-layer TM migration can be occasionally allowed due to the Li vacancy in the 

TM layer, it would not lead to the astray of TM ions benefiting from the difficulties 

of the multi-step TM migrations in the Li layer. 
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While we consider only the positions of TM ions assuming that a configuration and 

composition of Li ions do not change during TM migration, TM migration in real 

situation would involve the rearrangement of Li ions. Our calculation provides 

comparison of the TM migration spontaneity in terms of site energies only, and 

further work is required to identify more precise mechanism of TM migration 

including various Li contents, Li configurations around moving TM ions, different 

in-plane cation arrangements, and kinetic contributions. 
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Figure 3.19. TM migration pathways in lithium-rich layered oxides with O2- 
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and O3- staking. a, The in-plane cation arrangements in the most stable structures 

of LLNMOs, which are same for both O2- and O3-LLNMOs. b-d, Migration of Mn 

ion b, in O3-LLNMOs, and along c, the path A and d, the path B in O2-LLNMOs. 

e-g, Migration of Ni ion e, in O3-LLNMOs, and along f, the path A and g, the path 

B in O2-LLNMOs.h and i present the TM migration behavior in O2-LLNMOs where 

the Li sites in the TM layer are vacant (Li0.5[Li0Mn0.58Ni0.25]O2 composition), for the 

h, Mn and i, Ni, respectively. Migrations pathways are described for the 

representative Ni and Mn ions whose initial migrations to the Li layer are the most 

thermodynamically favorable.  
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Table 3.4. Relative Site energies calculated along the migration path of TM 

ions in O3-LLNMOs (O: original site, I: intermediate tetrahedral site, F: fina

l lithium site).   

TM Site Local environment Relative Site E (eV) 

Mn 1 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.85 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0.60 

Mn 2 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.64 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 1.56 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 2 Mn) 1.66 

Mn 3 

O Edge-share with (2 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 1.00 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 2 Mn) 0.76 

Mn 4 

O Edge-share with (2 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 1.05 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 1.05 

Ni 1 

O Edge-share with (0 Li, 0 Ni, 6 Mn)  

I . -0.19 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) -0.06 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 0 Ni, 4 Mn) 0.42 

Ni 2 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.10 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0.28 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 0 Ni, 4 Mn) 0.43 

Ni 3 

O Edge-share with (0 Li, 2 Ni, 4 Mn) . 

I . 0.61 

F Edge-share with (1 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0.56 
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Table 3.5. Relative Site energies calculated along the migration path A in O

2-LLNMOs (see figure 3.6e for the path A, O: original site, I: intermediate t

etrahedral site, F: final octahedral lithium site).   

TM Site Local environment Relative Site E (eV) 

Mn 1 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.72 

F Face-share with Mn 0.30 

F Face-share with Li 1.59 

Mn 2 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.50 

F Face-share with Mn 0.23 

F Face-share with Ni 0.84 

F Face-share with Li 1.81 

Mn 3 

O Edge-share with (2 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.71 

F Face-share with Mn 1.43 

F Face-share with Ni 1.71 

Mn 4 

O Edge-share with (2 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.71 

F Face-share with Mn 0.83 

F Face-share with Ni 1.05 

Ni 1 

O Edge-share with (0 Li, 0 Ni, 6 Mn) 0 

I . -0.39 

F Face-share with Li 0.27 

F Face-share with Mn 0.52 

Ni 2 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.40 

F Face-share with Mn 0.53 

F Face-share with Li 1.02 

Ni 3 

O Edge-share with (0 Li, 2 Ni, 4 Mn) 0 

I . -0.21 

F Face-share with Li 0.38 

F Face-share with Mn 0.62 
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Table 3.6. Relative Site energies calculated along the migration path B in O

2-LLNMOs (see figure 3.6e for the path B). When the input structures conta

in TM ion in the lithium site, there are cases where TM ion moves back to

 the intermediate site after relaxation. These cases imply the instability of lit

hium sites and are indicated as ‘Back to I’. For two configurations where th

e stacking order is partially changed after unconstrained relaxation, the result

s of constrained relaxations were presented by fixing cell parameters equal t

o those of the reference supercell (marked with an asterisk). 

TM Site Local environment Relative Site E (eV) 

Mn 1 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.18 

F Face-share with Mn Back to I 

F Face-share with Li Back to I 

Mn 2 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.16 

F Face-sharing with Ni Back to I 

F Face-sharing with Li Back to I 

Mn 3 

O Edge-share with (2 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.49 

F Face-share with Ni Back to I 

F Face-share with Mn Back to I 

Mn 4 

O Edge-share with (2 Li, 1 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.46 

F Face-share with Ni Back to I 

F Face-share with Mn Back to I 

Ni 1 

O Edge-share with (0 Li, 0 Ni, 6 Mn) 0 

I . -0.04 

F Face-share with Mn Back to I 

F Face-share with Li* 0.58 

Ni 2 

O Edge-share with (1 Li, 2 Ni, 3 Mn) 0 

I . 0.22 

F Face-share with Mn 1.11 

F Face-share with Li 1.29 

Ni 3 

O Edge-share with (0 Li, 2 Ni, 4 Mn) 0 

I . -0.28 

F Face-share with Mn Back to I 

F Face-share with Mn 0.91  

F Face-share with Li* 0.77 
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3.3.7 Partial manganese reduction during discharge 

When O2-LLNMOs are discharged from 3.4 V to 2.0 V (‘4’ → ‘5’ in figure 3.14a), 

the O K-edge and Ni L3-edge spectra no longer exhibit an appreciable differential 

peak, and a slight shoulder appears in the Mn L3-edge spectra at 640–642 eV. The 

emergence of theses peaks implies that the partial reduction of Mn4+ to Mn3+ 

accounts for the redox capacity below 3.4 V. XANES analysis further clarifies this 

partial manganese reduction (figure 3.15). The edge position in the XANES spectra 

of the pristine samples indicates that the initial oxidation state of Mn was +4 and that 

this edge position was maintained until the cell was fully charged and then 

discharged to 3.4 V. Upon further discharge to 2.0 V, the value shifted toward a 

lower energy close to that of the Mn(III)2O3 reference, whereas the Ni K-edge spectra 

did not shift in this low-voltage range. In the electrochemical tests (figure 3.14d), the 

small increase of the discharge capacity at 200 mA g−1 most likely results from the 

fast manganese redox substituting for some portion of the unfulfilled anionic redox 

activity below 3.4 V. Partial manganese reduction at the low voltage of discharge is 

a common phenomenon that has been previously observed in O3-Li1.2Ni0.2Mn0.6O2 

as well as other lithium-rich layered 3d metal oxides7,55.  
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3.4 Concluding remarks 

In summary, we proposed a new strategy to improve the reversibility of TM 

migration by employing an O2-type structural framework wherein the cation 

migration path is effectively modified because of the unique site preferences. The 

intra-cycle reversible behavior of TM ions was visualized through STEM 

measurements, and complementary XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and HR-TEM 

analyses confirmed the preservation of the pristine structure over long-term cycling. 

Owing to this excellent reversibility, O2-LLNMOs exhibit remarkable reduction in 

voltage fade and redox asymmetry compared with their O3-phase counterparts. 

Theoretical calculations consistently presented that the intra-layer TM migration is 

thermodynamically prevented because of the large repulsion between face-sharing 

cations in O2-LLNMOs, facilitating the reverse migration.  

This work provides robust guidance that will help steer strategies to resolve the 

issues of voltage decay and hysteresis in a range of lithium-rich layered oxides. In a 

broader context, tailoring site preference to drive reversible cation migration is also 

applicable to other fields where irreversible cation migration is critical to 

performance degradation of materials, such as conventional layered cathodes69,70, 

electrocatalysis71, and photovoltaics72. Important directions for further study include 

exploring rich chemical spaces within the O2 structural framework through the 

careful control of cation and anion compositions. For example, recent studies have 

revealed for O3-LLNMOs and O3-LLNMCOs that migration tendencies of TM ions 
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can be dependent on their metal compositions7,23. Therefore, the combination of O2 

structural framework and optimized lithium-rich chemistry will offer further 

unexplored opportunities in securing better structural reversibility and energy 

retention. Another remaining task for lithium-rich layered oxides is narrowing the 

gap between academic solutions and industrial needs with the improvement of 

engineering and synthetic process. Notably, alternative synthetic routes to produce 

O2 phase are needed to circumvent the cost and lithium loss issues associated with 

the ion-exchange method that was employed in this study. 
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Chapter 4. Summary  

In this thesis, the working mechanism of lithium-rich layered oxide electrodes and 

the engineering strategy of cathode materials are comprehensively investigated. The 

contents include (i) the unified theretical picture concerning the relations between 

sturcutral disorders, bond arrangements, and oxygen redox chemistry in oxygen-

redox-active electrodes, and (ii) the stragety to resolve the voltage decay and 

hysteresis problems of lithium-rich layered oxide electodes.   

In the first part, I have established a theoretical picture linking structural disorder, 

covalent bonding, and oxygen redox chemistry in lithium/sodium-ion electrodes. It 

is demonstrated that the formation of structural disorders and concomitant bonding 

rearrangements contribute to the stabilization of oxygen. I elucidate that the extent 

of oxygen hybridization is determined by the utilization of oxygen states and the 

covalency of metal-oxygen bond. Moreover, it is discussed that bonding 

rearrangements in the structure inevitably induce redox asymmetry by irreversibly 

reorganizing the oxygen electronic structure. The restoration of the original bonding 

nature is found to be limited by the hysteretic nature of structural disorder and the 

astray of oxygen dimer in the structure. It is my belief that my theory will expedite 

the development of electrode materials based on high-valent redox, and will enrich 

other fields exploiting oxygen redox reactions. 

In the second part, I proposed a design strategy to improve the reversibility of cation 
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migration by employing O2 type structural framework wherein the cation migration 

path is effectively modified owing to unique site preferences. STEM measurements 

visualized the intra-cycle reversible behavior of metal ions, and complementary 

experiments based on XRD, Raman, and HR-TEM analyses verified the preservation 

of pristine structure over long-term cycles. As a consequence of the excellent 

reversibility, O2-LLNMOs exhibits the significant reduction in voltage fade and 

hysteresis compared to O3-phase counterparts. First-principles calculations prove 

that the intra-layer cation migration is energetically prevented due to a large 

repulsion between face-sharing cations in O2-LLNMOs, which accounts for the 

improvement in structural reversibility. This work presents a robust guidance to 

resolve the long-standing problems of lithium-rich layered oxide electrodes, and I 

believe that these engineering strategies will help rejuvenate related fields that suffer 

from structural degradation problems.  
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Abstract in Korean 

초록 

에너지 수요가 급증하고 환경 문제에 대한 인식이 제고되면서, 

전기자동차 및 에너지저장시스템의 시장이 급속도로 성장하고 있다. 

이와 발맞추어, 에너지 저장장치의 성능향상에 대한 수요 역시 급증하고 

있다. 다양한 에너지 저장장치 중, 리튬이온 이차전지는 높은 에너지 

밀도, 우수한 출력 특성 및 수명 특성으로 인하여 지난 수십 년간 

이동식 전자장치와 전기자동차의 표준 에너지 장치로 활용되어 왔다. 

하지만 차세대 에너지 기술로의 완전환 전환을 위해서는, 현 배터리 

시스템에서 에너지 밀도의 비약적인 향상이 요구된다. 이러한 배경에서 

다양한 차세대 전극을 개발하려는 시도가 이어지고 있다. 특히 리튬과잉 

양극 소재 (lithium-rich layered oxides)는 에너지 밀도가 기존의 

양극재보다 현저하게 높아 차세대 양극 소재로써 많은 관심을 받고 있다. 

하지만 리튬과잉 양극 소재는 에너지 보존 성능 측면에서 명확한 한계가 

있어, 에너지 보존 및 수명 특성을 향상시키는 것이 시급한 상황이다. 

본 학위논문에서는 리튬과잉 양극재의 전압 강하 현상에 대한 이론적인 

연구를 제시한다. 나아가 충·방전 동안 전극의 전기화학적 가역성을 

향상시킬 수 있는 디자인 전략을 소개한다.   
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제 2장에서는 리튬과잉 양극소재에서 산화환원 메커니즘과 구조적 

결함의 상관관계에 대한 통합적인 이론을 제시한다. 리튬 및 소듐 과잉 

양극 소재의 산소 산화 환원은 전기화학적 비가역성과 전압 강하를 

야기한다는 문제가 제기되어 왔다. 비가역적인 산소 환원과 구조적 

결함의 현상적 상관관계에 대한 실험적 관찰에도 불구하고, 그 

상관관계는 아직 이론적으로 설명되지 않았다. 본 연구는 구조적 결함, 

결합 배열, 산소 산화환원 메커니즘 간의 다차원적 상관성을 종합적으로 

연구한다. 본 연구는 넓은 범위의 리튬 과잉 양극 소재를 대상으로 하며, 

양이온성 구조 결함과 음이온성 구조 결함을 모두 포함한다. 양이온성 

구조 결함의 경우, 강한 산소-산소, 금속-산소 혼성을 강화시켜 산소를 

안정시키며, 그 혼성의 정도는 산소의 전하량과 금속-산소 

공유결합성에 의해 결정되는 것을 증명한다. 또한 구조결함으로 인한 

산소 혼성이 구조적 가역성에 미치는 영향을 제시하며, 특히 구조내 

생성되는 산소 이량체가 심각한 구조적 비가역성을 야기한다는 것을 

제안한다. 본 연구는 오랜 기간 보고되어온 구조적 결함과 산소 

산화환원 사이의 현상적 상관관계를 설명하며, 산소 산화 환원의 

가역성을 향상시킬 수 있는 이론적 토대를 제시할 것으로 기대된다.  

제 3장에서는 반복된 충방전 동안 리튬과잉 양극 소재의 구조적 

가역성을 향상시킬 수 있는 전략을 제시한다. 이러한 전략은 소재의 
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전압강하 현상이 주로 전이금속의 비가역적인 이동에서 기인한다는 

기존의 이해에 기초한다. 앞서 전이금속의 이동 자체를 줄이려는 시도가 

많았지만, 이동의 열역학적 안정성 때문에 장사이클 동안의 구조 보존은 

불가능 하였다. 본 연구는 구조 변화 자체를 억제하는 것이 아닌, 

구조의 가역성을 높임으로써 리튬 과잉소재의 전압강하 현상을 해결한다. 

니켈·망간 기반 리튬과잉 산화물의 산소 격자를 O3 형태에서 

O2형태로 조절하고, 이를 통해 구조적 가역성을 상당히 향상시키면서 

전압 강하 현상을 억제할 수 있음을 제시한다. X선 회절 분석, 주사투과 

전자 현미경, 라만 분광법을 통해 충전 중 리튬 층으로 이동한 전이 

금속이, 방전 시 원래의 자리로 가역적으로 돌아가는 것을 관찰한다. 

나아가 제일 원리 계산을 통해 O2 산소 격자내 전이금속 자리와 리튬 

자리가 서로 면을 공유하고, 이로 인한 반발력이 구조의 가역성에 크게 

기여한다는 것을 증명한다. 본 연구는 재료의 구조를 리튬과잉 양극 

소재의 전압 강하 및 전압 히스테리시스 현상을 해결하며, 구조적 

가역성이 중요한 다양한 분야에 널리 적용될 수 있을 것으로 기대된다.  

주요어 : 에너지 저장장치, 배터리, 제일원리 계산, 양극, 리튬과잉 

층상형 산화물, 산소 산화환원 

학번 : 2016-20773 
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